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Part I: The Recent History,of General and Liberal Education

Argument

Two forces u#5ermined general and liberal,edbcation
after World War II: the expansion of research and
graduate education in the 1950s and 1960s, then
popular reforms in the late,1960s and early 1970s.
Declining resources, insufficiently prepared stu-
dents, and vocationalism forced college,s and un;;.),

vetsities to do something about undergraduate,edu-
cation. By the late 1970s, faculty members and
administrators began to take general and liberal
education seriously, fir-S-t-by shortng up stdudards-,7
then by turning back to basics, and finally by look-
ing at the meaning of general and liberal education.
This revival seems to be taking hold across the ,

spectrum of college and dniverSitids.

The undergraduate curriculum in U.S. colleges and uniyersities has
been more responsive to external imperatives than Most casual observers
may realize. This has been true throughout the, history of U.S.' higher
educatIon -(Rudolph,'1977) but it was especially obvious clueing the
Period following-World War II, when federal support., tap±dly shifting
birth-rates, and market forces ptofoundly influenced colleges and
universities. All of these factprs tended to push the undergraduate
curriculum away from general and liberal education-toward
specialization. How this happened, especially An the 1960s and 1970s,
is the subject of this section.

Throughout the century.the number and range of subjects taught,
Many of them connected with occupational vreparation, had expanded the
boundaries of the undergraduate curriculum. The effept'of this trend
°was to erode the coherence of the curriculum, especially outside the
major. Despite proteats from educators and public leaders, whose views-
were most prominently set out in a report issued In 1945 by Harvard
entitled General Education in a Free Society and by the report of the
President's Comthissiot on Higher Education forf-Democracy-issued in 1947,
the trend continuedreiatively unchecked throughout the postwar period
(Levine, 1978).',

It is' a rather backhanded compliment to-aay that college and
university faculties never let the non-specialized components of the
undergraduate curriculum disappear entirely. For whatever reason--a
genuine belief in the importance of a more genetal education or the more
political agenda of maintaining pafity across the Aisciplines--the
postwar.period saw the virtual domination of the distribution system as
the way of insuring that students would receive a broad education.
Distribution,systems required that studenti take a minimum,number.of
courses\to cover specific academic domains, usually-divided into the
natural sciences, sogialsciences and humanities. (English composition;
basic mathematics and a foreign language were also typically required.)
The distrib\
approved coutses. time passed, the mumber of courses expanded to the

4
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point that most subjects, including pre-ptofessional ones in some
schools% and many substitutions (especially for science courses) could
satisfy distribution requirements.

Distribution syttems have i certain political and administrative
simplibity, and,by the early 1970s, 85% of all colleges and universities
had them (Levine, 1978). FacultieS across the country could instituEe
them with a minimum of.discussion. Every discipline could display its

,

*ares on a lairly equal bapis in the marketpface of courses,.thus
.avoiding the ideological and-territorial implicatigns of the question of.

.
mhich subjects were mord.valuable for a general and liberal. education.
Studtnts could pretty much make their own choices, which diffused any
potential discontent. .Ahd counselors and registrars could quickly check
students' recordt to make sure.they had metdigtribution reqUirements
without bothering t e faculty.

If the mainstream was drawingjaost tchools into the distribution
current, some colleges fbllowed other'tributari&s. Some offered core
curricula with a small number of touttes that all or most of their'
studentS had to take in order to meet their general education'
requirements. The model for this approach.was Rut forward by thew #

University of Chicago tinder Robert Hutchins'in the 1930s and 1940s.
Other models of the core curriculut,includedlthose at St. John's College
.and at the Experimental College of the University ofWisconsin. Plainly_

running against the tide, core curricula were likely to turn into
distribution systems (Blackburn et. al., 1976): By the early°1970s,-

they were to be found in 10% of all American colleges'and universities
(Levine, 1978).

"At the other'exeremeyere free elective systems, which allowed
students to create a general education based on courses theychose
(Brown University is a current exemplar of this approach). While only

-2% of colleges and univertities had such free elective systems in the
early 1970s, the- tendency of higher educatibn until then hatbeeri to

move toward free electives from distribution requirements (Blackburn.et.

al., 1976).

DuAng xhe era of the "organization man"'and "other-direction,"
students and their parents took being "Well-rounded" as an important
justification for the liberal arts. The notion of "breadth" and being
acquaihted with the great works of Western Man took on a myth-like
quality. Everyone tccepted it on faith that "the great works" meant
something grand. After all, the catalogue said so.

By the late 1960s, this faith had been thoroughly shaken. How had

this happened in so short a time? The story is a complicated one, but

it can be sketched briefly. Federal support of higher education reached
'its height just about the time that the baby boom generation (the
largest generatiOn in the history of the nation) began to reach college
age ip the early 1960s. Affluence and the increasing,importance of a
college degree as a credential far access to good jobs brought a larger
proportion of high,school graduates than.ever before into colleges and

universities ,(Collins,01979). After the launching of Sputnik, higher

e uca i.n losic th the number-af-graduate students
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increaa,ing dramatically, many, of them supported by government grants and.
fellowhips. Brilliant and not-so-brilliant Ph.D.s became college
professors. Most Were trained when there was a great deal of money
around for research, and most of thiS research was highly specialized.%

Government and foundation .grants, combined with the strong
bargaining power of the faculty when there werenot enough of them to go
around,"led to greater faculty control over the curriculum. Academic_
departments beganto 'exert-more influence.over the curriculum than they
ever had, especially in research universities andselective_liberal arts
colleges. Facultyyower grew even in denominat4onal colleges and junior
colleges--schools. knoN4n for their powerful presidents arid topdoWn

-management. piven a free hand to teactithe subjects they wanted to
teachoin any waY they wanted to teach them, recent Ph.D.a across .the
country-br ncks-and-David R4esman-( 1-96-8)-balled

"the academic revolution" to.the hinterland. The tougA Model of the
"university college"--high standards, advanCed'schoiarship,,gradnate
school interests--spread unevenly buttook hold in many of the schools
that had to-.fight hard to attract faculty in the early years-of
expansion. Church-related schools became secular, single-sex schools
became co-ed, single-race schools became integrated.; teachers' colleges
became comprehensive (Pace, 1974; Hodgkinson, 1971; Greeley, 1969;- Pea,
1972; Keeton, 19714. By the late 1960s, most faculty members, even in
small colleges, had become ;specialists in a certain(discipline--biology,
sociology--with special knowledge about,a field within.a certain
discipline-microbiology, stratification. ,Even the:faculty. wha.never
again did any scholarly work aftertheir Ph.D. dissertations--and the
-majority of Ph.D.s did not--thought of themselves as biologists or
sociologists, not educators. The occupation may have been college
professor, but the preoccupation had become a specialized.field. .And

there were many rewardi for disciplinary specialization: A sense of
-'community with fellow specialists and tangible benefits like good
salaries, promotions,,tenure, grants and travel.

Identifying so Much with a discipline weakened the faculty's
loyalty to the schools that employed them and to their colleagues in -

other disciplines. If a Sob went sour, they could go somewhere else.c
The disciplines grew more arcane, and it became harder for faculty,,
memhers in the same school to engage with one anothef about ideas and
4alues (Sloan, 1979; Smith,,1981; Boyer and Levine, 1981; Bowen, 1977).
In the larger schooTs, college:professors no,longer participated in what
once was called a "community of scholars" but now-sounded faintly
antiquated (Birnbaum, 1973): Important discoveries were being made at
the fiontiers of knowledge, to be sure, but the average faculty member .

did not live there. Neverthelessi specialization and the image ot the
university college dominated the thinking of college. teachers across the

country.

The results were disastroua for undergraduate education, especially
general and liberal education. The enrollment boom of the.1960s brought
anonymous classes.and cavernous dormitories to large institutions,
especially thosetin the public sector. Courses for non-majorsE the
bastards of the academic family, were usually large. Faculty in
universittet tdbk their graduate students most sertbusly, 'and those in

t.
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collegea.without graduate students tried to transform their good
undergraduate students into julior graduate stu-dents. Middling to poor,.

,.students were neglected ana goodstudents Werelikely to receive similai

treatment outside their majors (Geiger, 1980). While this was happening,

general education requirements-were being dropped while concentration
requirements were being maintained dr-even expanded "(Blackburn, et. al.,
1976).0,Facu1ty were rewarded for, and usually preferred, teaching the
specialties they had acquired in graduate school. The result: the

curriculum outside of departmental majors--general education in
particular-fell into the cradks,,,between departments,-with :no one
clearly responsible for it (Boyer and Levine, 1981). .

.

The4education of undergraduates, then, became shaped increasinglY
by the interests and styles of the discipliAes,zwhich tended tO value

.depth over breadth, method over meaningdetachment over englgement.

Introductory courseseich. met liberal arts or generaledu-cation
requirements tended to,be taught as if-all the studerits taking them' were

going to be-maloring in.that field. Teaching from such a perspective
has the advantage of drawing on the concerns that animate .the teacher;

but'the assistant professors and graduateastudent teaching assistant§
who typically taught introductory.courses'were unlikely to teach them
With the same kind of enthusiasm that they brought to their graduate

seminars and research. 'Multiply one.of these cburses by four or five

and'you have the average freshman'scourse load in most universities and
quite a few colleges during the 1960s and 1970S: a series of.isolated

bits of knowledge deliverec6in large lecture halls.by unaveniy-Trepared,

young ,faculty mgmbers.°
/

0
. ,

Typically, the students in t4e early perid&-of,expansion--roughly*
the late 1?50s through the late 1960s--were well-prepared academically.

Feeling their oats.and firmly in charge, the faculty copld lay on more

readings and harder assignments. Competition for the best schools and

for good grades became fierce. Although some students pressed for less
competition and fewer requirements in the late 1960s, most 'conformed to

faculty eXpectations-(Riesman, 1981).

The "New" Students and Populist Reforms
ts

The civil rights.movement brought into the general culture the,

firstan a series of pressures for new entitlements for groups
under-represented in the mainstream. The counterculture, the 4omen's
movement and,varioUs human potential movements intfoduded new-
conceptions of humarerelationships. And the antiwar movement challenged

some of the most powerful institutions in the society.. In colleges and

universities.across the country, these social movements Played off one
another, raising fundamental questions about who could be educated, what

shpuld be taught, how, and to what ends. They questioned especially the

tradition of liberal edudation, for centuries closely associated with

the formation and perpetuation of elites and their cufture. Experiments

began to spring up in colleges and universities across the country in

response to these mOvementS7.-Black Studies programs, Women's Studies,

cluster collegei, field studies-Programs, individualized studie`S,'

problem-oriented interdisciplinary programs (Peterson et. al., 1979;

Grant and.Riesman, 1978; Riesman, 1984 Heiss, 1973; Levine and

Weingart, 1973; Gould, 1973; Hodgkinson, 1971).

L 7 47
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Enter the "new students,6 who began to attend college in large

numbers in the early 1970s under federal and state aid programs(Cross, .

1971). New institUtiona c.iere founded art old ones expanded.to take .

advantage,of the new student pools. . Public colleges and universitiesç
large schools and commuter calpuses grew most during this period.
Attaining a college eaucation inan institution close to home,became a
possibility for a large.peoportion.of the U.S. Population, and more
adults began to.populate higher edudation.

The entry of adult studentswho.coMprise.about one-third'of t,hose
enrolled in colleges and universities t'odayis a major,-often"
unrecognized slevelopment.aaSpecial programs,-even whole colleges,
offering learning-at adistance, credit for life expirience, and
individualized study have come into existence because of them. There-are ,
more women than men in this group,'ana they.are,there because of the -.0
impact .of economic pressures, changesuin faIily,life, and.the women's
movement on wowea's pers-ona-1--andqa-reer_ex.

While faculty members Who have taught adults.usually find them to
be more serious about their work than' younger students, they are hardly

01.

the young yersions of themselves facult had come to expect their ,
4 studentS to be in te 1960s. 'The new studentswhether older,or

younger, male or female--did not live in.circumstances-that encouraged
the leisurely pvrsuit of truth.. Most of them,commuted to college,
stddied.part-tiie, had'family'rdspopsibiilties, dropped in and out of
school, or worked while studying-4,- They tended to go to the schools that
had expanded most during 1.1e 1960s--state colleges (normal schools'

.

turnesrgeneral purpose institutions), community colleges and proprietary ,
schools--and sfillools that needed them in the 19708 in order 't1)
survive--typically private qollegei that were neither selective,nor well
subsidized. For many of these students, "school" did pot evoke pleasant
memories. They came to college with poor basinkskills.(1) Quite a few
.thought of themselves as not very smart., certainly not "real",,c011ege
types. They were often inarticulate in class, especially when it came .

to abstract-ideas and intellectual discussions. As a result, they had a
tendency to hide. They found practical subjects<lesa,threatening than
highfallutin ones. They certainly did not gravitate' naturally to the
liberal arts (Cross, 1971; Cross, 1980L, Cross, 1981; Peterson, 1979),
nor did they talk much .(as their predecessors had two decaaes earlier)

about becoming "well-rounded:"-

Under fire from"legislators and the- public to show they were

c> accountable, and under the more severe pressure of declining .

enrollments, Some colleges and universities began:to confront the,
question of quality. Mastery learning, remedial programg, programmed.
'instruction, computer-based instruction and competence-based education
were early, technocratic responses to the decline in student preptiratiOn
and the inability:of the conventional approaches to undergraduate
education to deal.adequately with the problem (Grant, et. al., 1979).

4..

These probleis were located almost entirely in the:non-elite
schools but by the 1970s they began to infiltrate the "core" of American
colleges and universities. The "old students" in the=good colleges

. began to look a little like the new students: their SAT scores were down
and they couldn't write or compute very well. The new students fared
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worse, especially in large public institutjons. Rushed through
abbreviated terms (the earlier expansion of higher.dducation had
coincided with the quartering and,trimestering of the traditional
semester system), taking four to six courses each term it full-time, °

t

--

competing with felloW students for space and grades, sometimes working .

. .;-6., .

to meet expenses, they could barely keep Up with regular course .1' .

reqpitements. Already more hariled by the struggles of everyday life,
"than moreprivilegdd students, these4ew students tried to.get by. Few
of them.foundbuch in their.contactswith teachers and fellow studens ,

. to ease their toil: .In classes taught by overworked regular faculty or.
:,..moon-lighting part-timers, there were,few opportunitieiTfOr students to

, get to know one another or their teathers.
.

,

/I

I It took while for most faculties.to notice the decline in 0

students' academic skills-and eyen lOnge for themto see that 'they
P

sholld do something about...it. Few saw the weaknesses in'the
,undirgraduatt curriculum, 0,0d'hardly any noticed the deteriorating
'i,lualify of life intheir institutions. Then, in 1977, the Carnegie
Foundatioh far the Advancement Of Teaching declared ieneral.education a.
"disaster area." The gaps between the faculty and'the students, even in '

the elite schools of the nationr-could no longer be ignored. Faculty

trained to deal Witkthe fine points of their areas of specialization
wanted research papers when their students could not ven write coherent
two-page essays. They expected textual analysis when their students
could not summarize the plot of a novel.' They asked for criticism of an P
argument when their students cotad not carry, on a logical discussion.
Few-faculty knew kow to teach "skills"; many felt that was the job oY

;,edUcatilm specialists and English teachers. Nor could "sicill'S'he, laid

down as requirements since'many of the general education requirements_in
compositionj mathematics and foreign languages that had been common
during the 1950s and mostycif the 1960s had been abandoned by faculties
across the,country CBlackburn, et.,a14-, 1976). .;Even the mast idealistic-

.

s , college teachers found.themselves.denigrating students. Not.

'turprisingly (since it has happened before inAmerican education)?
faculties'in nonselegtive sch6ols drifted into a resigned accgRtance. of

,low studentl)erformance, sugar-coated assignments, and.mutual boredom.
Without much convaction or vision, more colleges and universities across
the country.introduded "developmental" or "remedial!''courses. , These

were typically separate operations, financed by federal oratate funds,
student services offices or in entirely new oflices that were

organizationally distant from the liberal arts departments; 2 .

Then, as ehesecvnomy began .its downward turn and as the job market
or liberal arts\graduates began to shrink, the era of "defensive
credentialise (gee a college degree just to hold onto what you have)
and "vocationalism" (only atudy things that will help ybu get a job) 'set 7.

in. As a'college education,pOok on the meaning of yet another,public
good, students became consu*rers.. And a decreasing:number were
interested in buying a liberal education...As a result,. facultieS had
even kore reason to feel a gap between themselyea and their students.
,Students and their parents worried about the inarketability" of the B.A.
'and faculty.in the traditionaldisciplines found they were unahle to .

'attract as many students, bright or otherwise, into their fields as they -

had in the 1960s. .The federal government reinforced this trend by
_ f
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" disproportionately supporting engineering, life sciences and Aysigal--
e.

sciences, fields'outside the tradictional liberal'arts (Mayville, 1980).
'This happened jutiVhen,most faculty could'neither,say why the liberal

- arts were valuable nor'reCluirt students to take..,them. The word-was out
in the middle clsses that higher education was no longer aegrowth

'1F'industry and \students whoten years earlier wduld haiie gone to graduate
school shifted toAaw or medical school.. Middling students were not
interestecr in the traditional,liberal arts subjects eithersince..they
knew that they woad have to find a place for themselves in more applied
fip4ds.like engineering and business. And the students who had little
choice scrameled for what was lefb--..vocationS and seMi-professions like
human"services, communications, and pompute* The non-elite schools'.

'were hit hardest by these sudden shifts in studept preferences and many
rushed headlonginto cOncocting vodational programs in all gOrts of
fielda.for whichthe job market '10oked promising--compUters8 social
work, nursing, Medical technology. ,Even traditional riberditarts
colleges .discovered that theY had become de facto vocationel'colleges.as
their students shifted their allegiance from the liberal artg,to

, 'husiness 'And engineering, law and medicine.(Gerger, 1980).
.1

;.ie noted earlier dbat a tendency toward specialiZati on.and
,

sracticality had begun earlier in the century, v4But it was onlyountil
thejast.fifteen years'that it looked as if general and liberal .
edutation might disappear from someschoolg altogether," If this
happeded the faculty would pay a high price. The maiority o the faculty

. .had been trained in the 1950s 'and 1960s, when the dominance'of the - -

disciplines was at its height,. Most of them were oow tenured but they
faced a bleak future:-fewer gtudents, less researäh money, more

difficult teaching. As the,grants they.had tatten for granted in the
1960s began to dry up,.they were forced to teSchadore. Btt teaching was

'harder nowfor faculty in,the traditional liberal a'its.subjects.
Further, there'werefewer alternatives, since acadeMic jobs were scarce
'and few faculty could relocate even,lf they were very productive. It'

did not help that public confidence irOligher education 'had eroded and
that powei was shi:fting from the faculty to the administration and

outside agencies:

/7
In the meantime, the gtudents were voting with their feet. Many

ctisciplines in arts and sciences, especially the humanities, fOund that
they could no longer attract the students they wanted, let,alone those
they did not want. How coulcnthey bring the stddenfs back, whem the
disciplines had become so esoteric that they were hard.4to explain to

onon-special,ists? Unfortunately, most of the innovations of the 1960s

r. -and ear/y 1970s remained pretty much on the margins of their
institutions, so they could offer only limited hcipe for renewing the

liberal arts. Further, the faculty as a corporate body was so fractured
i hateit_cotild not present a coherent conception to studentg who were
themselves divided by Plass, race,°gender and age differences. It was

clear that a collective response was called for, but it was difficult to
mobilize the faculty to the task, especially in scho6ls most committed
to specialization and diVersity.

Renewal
,

or Despair?

Some academics began tO talk about higheeeducation as a dyint

industry and sbokthe presd picke4d. Up the theme. 0groline Bird (1975) -

ond Richard Freeman (1976) questioned the Roint of college at all and

.14
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recOmmended their,own v, ersions of ie-schooling. Theypointed out'that a
college ,eduoation did not seem to. add anything to people!s. lives. If

something goodahappened to students in colle4ge, it' was becadse theIT cate
feom wellzeducated families or because they had-the_aptitude for-college.
wo'Sk. Seyeral researchers showed rhat-the, colleges that claimed to ts

benefit'their students merely selected those who-already'had the
,

qualities thLy took the-credit for.(Astin; 1968; Chickeiing, 1971)., Ihe
arguient, supported by, sophisticated, quantitative researchi wett

-

something like.this: there was'no-"truth inoadvertisine1When-it came-to
what ,c011eges-claimedthey did,for.their studen6;.the h,igh-flown4,
virtues extolled in, college,catarogues were so much hoe,air.:
4e11rendowed colleges looked s if they Were 'doirig something'important
for their 'students becAuse they had a ,facade that said "cbllege," but,a
college degree could no longer guarantee.a-good life; let alone 7good k

.

job. It might tot even gdaraneee a.job at all% Ihe English B.A4i/
watting on tableS: or driving a cab became a familiar entry in. tifts bleak .

accounting. Later, it,was the English Ph.D. and the assistaht.profesSor
..,

\of English denied tenure.
, 4

.. '

u

.

a'

-Cartegie Commission reportssand works by respected social
scientists refuted many of these claims but acadebics were deeply stung.
Some began to write about highei edugation,from boih traditionalist,and
liberal viewpoitts. While'their perspectives on-pedagogy, and golitics
were clearly at odds, academic traditionalists and liberals did not'
-differ in their diagnosis of the effects of the pb'stwar expanSiOn of
higher education., Both sides agreed hat expansion had etoded the basis
foi-intellectual community. ,As the disciplind bad become more
specialized% they argued, attentionriestablishing and maintaining

' connections among themhad lapsed a aculties let the disciplInes -

.dominate the content of undergraduate education
--

The ,,traditionalists' response was th shore up standards-and get rid
of the remedials, minorities, older women, and,government interference
,(Epstein, 1977). Yearning.for an'earlier, more,ifinqcent time when
colleges were not mini-versities and,universities were not
multi-versities4 they noted thAt government support was a two-edged
swOrd. .pey urged a,return to pre-World -War II standards.' A 'decline in
sUpport.6f higher edubatiOn, -in fact, might not be a.bad thing because
'it provided.the opportunity to Simplify.and gei back to fundamentals.
Dtawing on earlier academic critics'(Barzun, 1950; Nisbet, 1971;
Hutchins, 1967) they'argued that the crucial need for undergraduate
education wascoherence and discipline., and.if that meant colleges and
universities should get smaller,, then smaller.was better.

j Liberals had their own solUtions, baSed on their comiitment-to
preerve the egalitarian gains Of the last fifteen years. They agreed
with traditionalists that the question of the quality Of education was
critical. Drawing on the findings of researchers like Astin (1968) and
Chickering (1971) and their own:experience teaching new students, thiY"
asserted that the people who benefitted from higher education as much,
if not more, than students fro4' privileged backerounds should have ehé
opportunity to get thebest kind of education. They saw.the new
students as being-just'as worthy and as educable as the old students
(Shor, 1980; SAughnessy, 1977).

at
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Whife,Pley agreed that educational qUality we's the critical
'question, the traditionalists and liberals disagreed' about what quality,

meant. r traditionalists, quality consisted of provid.ing thavery \.

best inst ctioh and.educationalenYiroll6nts to the most able students.
For'libera s, quality'consisted Of providing these benefits to the less
,able.stude cs as well; Forthe traditionaiistS, quality in the -

- curiiculum ponsistd of bitting (D:the classics pfcthe Western
_traditiod, hile libera s had a i;roader yiew of the subjects that:could
be taught with integrit. .

.

MeanWhile, in ,the trenches, ordinary faculty were struggling with

ae.the new.situ tion. Theit ffrst impulse was to go "back Co basics". The
1970s saw a r surgence o± English composition and mathematics
requirements after.their abandonment in many schools in the late 1960s
andearly 1974s. .There was much talk about grade inflation:vFaCulties -

began,to accept jle necessity of eaching basic skills. This was true
' not only in "open door" schoolsbUt in elite ones as Well, In the late

. . . .
.

1970s books oniwri ing, workshopSfor instructors, and projects otbasic
skills funded by fo ndations and federal agen$ies began td appear
regularly (Shaughnessy, 1977; El ow, 1973. Richardson Marte s

. 1981; Tobias, 1978)-. \

-0

In a 'few years, hoWever, the'loss of students'from the, liberal arts
and their declind:ng academic preparatiOn led to a more fundamental
examination of CarriCulum than back to basids. A.national.suryey of

.. facul0 in the midd,le 1970s showed that half of them favored Some sort
of core curriculum\(Levine, 1978). At faculty meetings in hundreds of
colleges anO-UniverSities- across the countr, an old question was being
asked: "What should every educated person know?'! (A. few years earlier,' & ,.

1

faC41ties exploring competence-based education and oth;ir forms of
It outcomes" education also asked "What should every educated perion be- ,

. p

able to do?" (Grant, et. al.',. 1979]). 'Specialists in'different
disciplines egan talking,with ohe Another, often for the firt,time,
about their fields and about why they cared about them. They Complained,

to-each otherSabout the current generatioh of studentsL7how. practiCalv
they were, hOW"compliant and unq uestioning,.nowinarticulate.. Many
college and even more university faculties neYer- got beyond this pbint, . ..

Some began to.formulate a conception 'of liberal educatiOn for r

. themselyes, but now they.did so froth a very different perspective after
:ihirty'years of tumultuous change in American'higher education. . In the°

-uniyersiiies, people whose professional lives had been devoted primarily
to research and graduate education hacr-to talk to-thdse Who worked ,

. .

primarily-with undergraduates. In.almost all schools, faculty had to, e'
0

IA"

face the difierences.amang their studehts.

The faculty included a subitahtial group who had been touched by
'the changes 'of the. 19601/even iithey had not been inyolved.themselves
in the educational innovations that had, come in,their wake. The effects

pf.these innovations began tojnform'the mainstream (Martinf,1981).
Faculties began to-ask whether there were better ways to educate their
students, especially thase wf'khout the.Siandard profile, They began to

'address the issue.of different levels of preparation'among their .

studenta, and soie turned tbeome of the innovations af the 197.0S eheSi
may have spurned earlier--like mastery learning, competence-based

1 2
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educatiOn and Iriew ways of teaching writing (Shaughnessy, 1971) and
ma.thematics (Tobias, .1978). They asked, in particular, whether there
might be ways the traditions of general and liberal education might be
made more coherent and attractive to an increasingly practical student
body.

Small colleges were more likely to make radical changes Which
coVered the whole curriculum than large schools, particularly those with
heavy investments in graduate programs andresearch, but even they began
to examine the education they offered to Eheir undergraduates. Thes was

a painfulprocess, as faculty members who themselves may not,have had a
liberal education discovered hownarrow \and ignorant not only theirt.

students, but they themselves, were.

Serious attempts were now being made t\)shore up liberal education.
Stanford University restored courses in Westell culture after dropping
them a fewyears before. Pacific Igtheran University designed a core
program.conSisting of eight courses and one seminar on the thethe, °The

Dynamics of Change." Carnegie,-MelIon adqpted a new core curriculum to
give-4,students.experience with skills in several disciplines. Brooklyn
'College decided,to.require that all students take at,hasic core of ten
courses, in an updated version of a corecurriculum:it had abandoned in

the prevtous-decade. HFvar, in.a latehut muCh celebrated move,
introduced a core curri lum of sorts in 1978 (Shulman,.1978'; Change,

-1979).

Suddenly, general'and liberal education had become a topic of
general.discussion. One could nOt pfic uP knewspaper or a thoughtful
magazline Without encountering some discussion of the:liberalfarts

(Fiske, 1981). In á198l issue of Change, for example, a higher
education ma-gazine, the president of the'UniVersity of Wisconsin system,
Robert O'Neil, was reported to have appointed a commission to study the

liberal arts (Schoenfeld, 1981): The American 'College Testing.Service
and the Educational Testing SerVice were working:up testy to measure the
outcomes of a liberal education. Major publishers of books on higher
education were beginning tp issue books on liberal:education (Winter,
McCelland, and Stewart; *1981; Kaplan, 19801 Brann., 1979; 'Schwab, 1978).
The Carnegie CommiSSion, after-completing its work on,national policies
for higher education, turned to the undergraduate curriculum (Rudolph,
1977; Levine, 1978; Carnegie,. 1977), Foundations and federal granting
.agencies like th4-Furid-f6r the Improvement of"Postsecondary EduCation,
incredeingly alarmed-by the serious flaws in the undergraduate'
curriculum, especially general and'liberal education for non-elite
students, Sponsored a variety of projectSt;In the late 1970$ and early

0 1980s; The Rockefeller Foundation:financed a conference on the'liberal
artS curriculum in 1978 and, almost sithultaneously,,a commission on the
humanities chaired by the president of Stanfoid University, with6members
from academia, politici and industry (Commission on the Humanities,

100).

Conferences on the undergraduate curriculum were organized
regularly during this period by'higher education associations such as
the American AsioCia0.on for -Higher Education and the Association of
American Colleges, as well as foundations and Universities. In 1981

13
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alone, Bard College, SUNY/New Feltz, UCLA; Evergreen State, and SUNY/Stony Brook
hosted major conferences. The; Carnegie FoundatVn-sponsored the
"Colloquium on Common Learning" at the University of Chicagofoi factlty

members and administrators from community colleges, small liberal arts,
colleges, state uniVersities, and elite schools (Boyer and Levine,
1981). National Project IV, the projeCt which provides the material for
the rest of this paper, organized a national conference on liberal
education a few months later, and attracted more than 300 faculty
members and administrators from a variety of colleges and universities
(2).

The interest in the undergraduate curriculum seems to be coming
from all sectors of higher education. Harvard, Stanford and. other major

research universities have joined state ablleges, small private,liberdl
arts colleges, and community colleges in examining their undergraduate
requirements (Gaff et. al., 1980). Older faculty who remember the
Depression years'are speaking Vith younger faculty who knew only the
easy life of the 1960s. Traditionalists andqnnovators, humanists and
scientists, teachers and administrators are meeting together.. Educator's
,with an interest, in adapting the' "soft" innovations Of the 1960s (like
cluster colleges and interdisciplinary curricula) to the 1980s are
joining with those who talk about computers and competences.

Faculty motivations are diverse and often conflicting.. Liberal
arts faculty, depecially in the humanities and the social sciences, are
looking for ways to lureback students to their departments. Faculty

who Work with adults or poorly prepared students find themselves forced .

to think about.what is fundamental in an undergraduate education.
Faculty who encounter etudents whose lives or academic capacities do not
match the assumptions underlying the organization and curricula of most
colleges and universities find themselves being forced to think about
what,is fundamental in an undergraduate education. Those who work in
interdisciplinary areas--Womees Studies, Ethnic Studies, American
Zulture and applied areas--human services, labor studies,
communications--raise questions about the traditional content of the

liberal arts. Administrators who want to resist the'pressure, coping
from the 'tilt in etUdents' preference toward professional and
vocationaVareas seek'a good justificationfor maintaining support for
the liberal arts. Politicians.who have lost faith in the quality of
higher eaucaion press for improvaments, and spokespersons for the
business world argue that a liberal education is more valuable for
employees than a technical education (Beck, 1981).

A
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PART II: THE VARIETIES OFGENERAL AND LIBERAL EDUCATION WITH SOME
UNDERLYING COMMON PRINCIPLES

Argument

, Networks of faculty and administrators whoseprimary
ident,ity is with undergraduate.education have been growing in
.the last decade. ,National Project IV, "Examining the Varieties
of Liberal Education" brought together represeqtatives from a
'diverse group_rof colleges and universities to examine the

nceptions and practicescOf fiberal education from 'the
perspective of their own programs'. The fourteen prbgrams
represent a wide spectrum, of inStitutions, student bodies, and
Currictilar designs and, therefore, provide a reading 'on what is
'happening around'the country in gengral and liberal education in
the early 1980s. Despite the variations aMong-them as well as
'among other general and libeiaj. education effortg today, theY
are likely o emphasize the development of generic learning,
such as critical thinking*a'nd`synthesie. )A review of the
fourteen programs, it addition.to some of the most advanced
thinking about the curriculum, indicates that curricula that
promote the development of genetic learning.tend to be guided by
four major principles: (1) life sets theegenda for the content
taught, which is (2) comprehensive in scope, (3).treated in a
critical and reflective way, and (4) aims for integration.

4

In my travels to colleges and universities across the country, I have
encountered many faculty members who are getting a new lease on life
through teaching undergraduates and planning'new curricula. While some

are knowi in their disciplines, it is more difficult for them:to gain

recognition for their work ao teachers and curriculum developers. In the

past three or four years, however, they have become more visible in higher

education circles through the efforts of higher education associations,
granting agencies, publishers and informal networks. Despite the negative
view of college teaching presented in,the.popular press, the reality is
More encouraging. .In college after college,.typically but not exclusively
the less elite schodls, one finds small communities of faculty and
students working,on new approaches t6 learning: for example, the DOORS

program at Illinois Central' College which applies,Piaget's,theories to the

teaching of reasoning in the disciplines; the ComPe.tence-based approaches -

to liberal education at Alverno in Wisconsin, Sterling in Kansas, and Mars

Hill in North Carolita; the freshman year programs at Clark College in
Atlanta and ihe University of Nebraska's ADAPT program; integrated
programs like QUEST, a two-year interdisciplinary investigation into-

western culture,at Westminster College.in Pennsylvania, and NEXA,

program that brings the sciences and humanities together at San Francisco

State University.



Many are impelled by pe desire to contrast the disciplines'
approaches.to similar problems--as at the Federated Learning Communities

at SUNY-Stohy Brook, which brings existing courses together A a cluster
'around a pressing contemporary problem like world hunger or technology and
values--or by finding pointg of.similarity, as Alverno and other,
competence-based programs do in their search for the generic competences,
such as analytic ability, which-underlie different disciplines. Others

try to pursue the implications of "relevance", a term much bandied abut-in

the 1960s, by providing credit for prior learning, field experiences and
internships, in an effort to help students connect what they are learning
in classes with the real world.

\\.
,Faculty in these programs take pride in the'accomP,lishments of

students from poor families, students with limited academic preparation,
older students, and minorities-=people who would.not be expected to do

well cademically under norial -circumstances. In the process of wrking
with new sorts of students, faculty begin to learn, about computer
simulation, learning theory, developmental psychology, testing, and
curriculum theory. They become more conscioug of themselves as educators.

National Project IV

'The^faculty members and administrators who participated in.National
Project IV. betrieen 1979 and 1981 were already either members of these

networks:f educators or bezame connected with.them through their work

with thej,roject. They represent, therefore, the cutting:edge of .

developments in general and liberal education curricula.

The project was one of several'underwritten by the Fund for the

Improvement of Postgecondary Education focused on the undergraduate

cOrricolum (Hendrix and Stoel, 1981). "Examining the Varieties of Liberal

EdUcation," the subtitle of the proiect, required participants to
articulate.their conc4tions of liberal education and to assess their

practice. This they did in several ways: by conducting'an. evalcatiOn of

some aspect of their programs, by meeting with the other partiCiPantg overi

.twro years for discussion and collaboration, and by reporting their

findings to people within their own institutions and'elsewhere. As

projct director, I draw heavily on the participants' reports,

discussions, as well as interviews and observations on the fourteen

campuses my staff and I made over the life of the project.

The Fourteen Programs at a Glance, which appears as Appendix A.at the

end of this papersummarizes the major features of the institutions, the

programs that were part of National Project IV if the whole institution

was not included, and the design of their Curridula. Appendix. B

summarizes characteristics of the fourteen institutions and AppendixfC

sAmmarizes CharacteristiCs of the,stuaents.

The fourteen colleges and universities are a kind of geological

cross-section of higher education. Two are commUnity colleges, three are

liberal arts colleges, and cdne are comprehensive or research

universities. They are divided equally between public and private



schools. Six have fewer thanL2,500 students, six have between 2,500 and
10,000 students, and two have more than 20,000. Seven are located in the
East, with an additional three in the Midwest and three in the South.
Three rate themselves as having highly difficult entrance requirements,
while five say they have "noncompetitive" requirements, The res't stand

between thete two extremes. Compared to the national distributiOn of
colleges and universities, the fourteen as a group represent a
cross-section of the,public-private domains. They are somewhat moresi
selective in their entrance requirements than most colleges and
universities. They include significantly more universities and,
therefOre, laiger student populations. And they are skewed toward the
East Coast.

Their student populations cover a wide spectrum as well. Nine are
directed to specific 4cinds of ttutents: Hofstra's Labor Institute of
AppliedSocial Science to union membert; New York City Technical College's
Institute of Study for Older. Adults to retirees; Northern Virginia
Community College at Manassat to under-prepared ttudents in its Project
Intertwine; Johnson State's External Degree Program, University.of
Nebraska-Lincoln's University Studies Program,,University of Oklahoma:s
College of Liberal Studies, and Radcliffe's Seminars primarily to adult
students; Talladega College to black students; and Northwestern's Program
on Women to feMiles. Some of'these programs have high concentrations of
students with other characteristics as well. The programi at Johnson
State, Hofstra, New York City Technical College', and Radcliffe enroll a
majority of women, while SUNY-Old WestburY\and*, again, Hofstra attract a
large proportion of black students.. .

4.

Four of the programs(3) fit what is now a declining sector--the
,

predominantly white, coeducational institution with a fairly equal number
of men and women between 18 and 22, of average to abov average.academic
preparation. These four are Saint Joseph's College, SUNY-Stony Brook,
Brooklyn and Hampshire College. Overall, students in the fourteen

programs are somewhat older than,the student Population nat.ionally (30:6

vs. 22.5)-and have a higher vercentage offemales (63% vs. 51%) and,blacks
(28%vs4 13%). ,However; the inttitutions in which the programs are
lotated approach the,national averages on the age, sex and,minority status

of their siudent bodies.

There is even more diversity, in the curricula of the fourteen

programs. Of the fourteen, eleven are programs located within ldrger
institutionsr'while three are a total institutions. Of the eleven
programs,..eight are permitted to offer students opportunities-to meet some
or all requirements toward graduation. Some do this by letting students,
typically adults, design their own graduation plans according to
guidelines enforced by faculty advisors or-mentors. The,College of
Liberal Studies at the University of Oklahoma, the Univertity Studies
program at the University of Nebraska, and the External-Degree Program at
Johnson State College in Vermont are 'exaMples of this approach. Others

offer certain courses that partially meet their institutions' graduation
requirements, while some offer a whole curriculum which coexists with the



existing general education or baccalaureate curricula at their
; institutions.

'Table 1 summarizes the.most important features of what,the fourteen
programs teach. 'No two,,teach the sate stbjects.- Six provide specific
instruction in the basic skills of writing, reading and nikthematics in
addition to or in conjunction with subject-matter .courses. ive programs .

teach a limited number of courses, while nine cover the whole range of the
disciplines for general education or the whole undergraduate curriculum.
Among the three curricula representing total institutions--Hampshire,
Saint Joseph's and Talladega--only Saint Joseph's, insists that all
students take exactly the same courses to meet its general.education exit
requirements. Hampshire allows students to design an individualized way
to 'Meet its graduation requirethents Talladegedistribution system
combines survey courses with departmental cotrses.

-

Several of the Trograms- within larger insti utions which!have
distribution requirementenarrow the range of choice for students. In

'addition, they present a unique educational rationale and enVironment ..to
their students, In some cases, as with the now-diScontinued program at
Brooklyn College, they prescribe a whole,tourse of study--in effect, a
.cdre curriculum at the program rather than institut'onaI level. But since
they do not encOmpass the whole student body; they o fer one option among
several from Which.students may choose to meet their general education
requirements.
...

The idea of a-series of core curricula, usually crossing the
disciplines or combining them in neW ways, has becothe popular in reCent
years. Indeed, when Brooklyn College disbanded-the new Schdbl,of Liberal
Artal-ond of the reasons given-Was that, the college would institute a
series of core curricula. Other special Programs may.not cover all
general education requirements, butPthey typically (if they want enough.
students!) work out equivalencies for.existing requirements. Again, they
end to combine the-disciplines in new ways, either around a-problem or a
set of generic skills. &Thus, for example, students enrolled in the .

SUNY-Stony Brook program may chodse itas an alternative way tosatisfy
some departmental requirements by taking a-cluster Of courses from
different disciplines related to-a commontheme. In the. ADAPT pro am,at

-the University of Nebraska-Lincoln, specifically coordinated cours s and
humanities count toward the required general education distributi n ae the
university. At Bowling Green State University; freshmen may enro l in the
Little College, which meets'some of the institution's distributi,n

0 requirements by teaching the "generic skills" of analysis, values
assessment, and problem-solving rather than discipline-based.cotrses..

The existence of a Variety of general/liberal education programs
-provides more,'rather than.less, coherence than the typical distribution
system by substituting progratmatic choice for individual choices In the

process, Students probably get a more coherent education, faculty are .

.challenged by having to work with colleagtes from,different disciplines,
" and both groups are likely to develop a greater sense of intellectual

community. I strongly advocate this approach to general education and
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take my rationale both from the recent attempts to improve the content and
quality of undergraduate educa'tion and as well as from the clearbenefits
of small learning communities (Brann, 1979; Feldman and Newcomb,_1969;
Smith and Bernstein, 1979;Astin, 1977; Heath, 1977).

Fora_more vivid sense of the varieties of approaches to these \
,questions, I present three programs 'from National Project IV: An
individualized program-for older students of average preparation at°-
Johnson State,College; a core-curriculhth for younger students of aVerage
preparation at Saint Joseph's Collegel-and_an individualized examination,
system for younger well-prepared students it-Eampshire College.

An Individualized Program. The External Degree Prograth-4EDP) joined
Johnson State College, one of the five colleges in the' Verthont Státe
College System, in 1980. Just about that time, Johnson State was
beginning t9 examine its distribution requirements and the State College.
trustees werediscussing a set of core requirements for the state system.
While the recent, incorporation-of EDP'into Johnson State precludes much
influence:from the'program on the institutibn, its presehce indicates
Johnson State's recognition of the importahce of adult students.'

EDP is well-adapted to its primarily rural adult population. Almost

all of the:students are over 25; their mean age is 38. 'More than half
have full-tithe jobs. Three-quarters are women, the majority of whoth have
dependent children. :Students'occupations and majors.clustei primarily in
education,,,busin.ess, and human serviceS. The program serves close to 200
students who live all over the state, many in areas that are not within
easy4 commuting distance.of any of the campuses in the state'system: EDP

is an upper division program, and only students whn have cOmpleted 60

credits of college work, either through courses or through the assessment
of prior learning, are accepted Students it EDP complete 122 credits
required for the Bachelor's degree by taking extension courses, weekend
coursea offered by.Johnson State College, or courses on tampuses near
their homes. They may also conduct carefully planned independent studies,
tutorials,_internships and practice. .With help from a "mentor", each
-student buiidi a.personal,-hand=iailored program which is spelled out in a
"learning contract" each term and-in an overall degree plan. These plans
must-include-40 upper level credits, 30 in a con&ntration and 24 in an

upper level concentration. A full 60 credits must be in liberal studies.

The.main problem for EDP, as 'for most individualized programs,

,
reach consensus on what.tounts as 'meeting program requirements,
particularly in liberal Studies.' Students in the Vermont program are like
students eVerywhere, perhaps even more so: '

They. "want that piece of

paper", mostly to.improve their earning power and occdpational choice..
'This ii not a group, therefOre, that is easily convinced to take 60

credits in liberal arts subjects, ahd mentors find'themselves arguing with

students about what).shourd meet ihe program's requiremepts. This is a

sticky'question pnder,the best of Circumstances. But in a campds-free
program like EDP, centrifugal force alone can destroy any particular
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answer. EDP has had a difficult tiMe balancing-its emphasis on
flexibility with its equally strong emphasis on liberal learning. Like

Empire State College in New York state on which it was modelled, the-
individualize contract, personal relationships between mentors and
students; and the dispersion of students encourage responsiveness to
students' needs. But students do not always knaw whatrhey need; even if
they do, what they say they need may not be what the institution is
willing to give. Requirements, are a way to regulate the potential anarchy
in such a system but they arg effective only if those who represent the
institution--in EDP's-case, the mentors--interpret them in fairly similar
ways. Like faculty in traditional institutions, the mentors'are given'
some latitude in how they carry out their work. Differences among them in
their interpretation of the program's requirements, therefore, are
inevitable.

- Despite theSe differences, the Mentors do manage to reach rough
agreement on what conatitutes a good education in EDP. How? It is

Clearly nOt betause of the requirements they work with, Since they can
interpret them quite differently. Rather, it comes from a fervent belief
in the necessity of a certain kind .of liberal education that is grounded

-In an understanding of students' lives.' For EDP, liberal education shows
sttidenrs the way to lead more enlightened lives and increases their
"capaciti-ra-eng4e productively with a changing envirdbment" (Daloz,
1981; p. '10) .. :Th-e---EDZ students come to their,studies with,some
'history--they are not emPty--vesselsro be filled. Many are ready to

aSsess their lives, sometimes at,hitig-ioersonal risk..'Liberal education in
EDri's.view consists, therefore, not in the coarse- tuilent's take or the-

skills they learn but in the way vhat they learn affects heir lives. It

is "the process-of making new sense of the world--a process of
transformation" (Dalozc*, 1981, p.. 58). /

How does this happen? All,aspects of the program--the courses, the
clusters of students from the same geographic_region who:meet several
times Ouiing-a terM, the mentots-7arejudged-for their potential to
stimulate higher levels of intellectual, ethical and ego development. The

notion,of development.is canon, evidenCe, justification for the.EDP

program. Drawing on a growing fund of research on life-cycle development,
especially:the work of'William,Perry (1970) on intellectual development
and Jant4oevingev'(1976) on ego .developent, this "developmental
perspectiVe" attempts to explicate the conditions under which people:move
through stages from "stereotyped thinking and simplistic conceptualization
toward a progressively differentiated and integrated world view". (Daloz,

1981, p. 11.). "l'he developmental perspective has begun to influence
writing on higher education-(Chickering, 1981), as well as groups of
teahers and researchers around the.country who are beginning to translate
fin ings pn life-cycle development into curricular designs and teaching
practices (Greenberg, 1980; Kneflekamp, 1978; Weathersby and Tarule, 1980;

Armstrong, 1981). EDP is part,of,this.effort and has drawn some attention

for.it.

A Required-Core Curriculum. Saint Joseph's College is a small (1000
students), private residential college of Roman Catholic origins located

20
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in.the small town of Rensselaer,'Indiana 75 miles Southeast of Chicaga.'
'Like many small colleges; Saint Joseph!s is extremely vulnerable to
economic and demographic changes. It is, therefOre, extraordinarY that it
should have come up with and taught for the past twelVe.years one of the
most interesting liberal education curricula to be found anywhere in this- .
country- Core, as it-is called, is an ordered series of.ten.aourses
totalling 45 credits which are required of all students at the college.-
Rather than being.slotted into, the first two years, a common practice at
other sChools which has the effect of isolating general education from the
major, Core runs through ihe eight undergraduate semesters intertwined
with the major. The courses in Core are thematic rather than:
,disciplinary, althbugh.they use materials and approaches from several
disciplines. Core is integrative in attempting to articulate the ten
courses with one another and with a comMan.rationale. The central
rationale for Core is its focus on the human condition, within a tradition
of humanistic Christianity. It holds six main obie'ctives:

I). TO develop cognitive and caMmunication skills; '

2). To build a. comMunity.of coththon seekers after truth;
1) To 'expand awareness of the many dimensions of reality;
4) To develop students' values;
5) To witness to-specific Christian values.

The seqUencing of courses is deliberate. It follows the metaphor of
the funnel,' with the narrow end at the beginning. "The Contemporary

..1World" asks seudents to place themselves in the context of the twentieth
century; they start by trying to understand what life must have been like
in the early part of this century for their grandparents in their youth.
Through navels, history, philosophy, theology, the natural and social
sciences,.Core 1 tries to aome to terms with the major themes of the
twentieth century. From,there, Core 2, "The Roots of Western
.Civilization", Core 3, "The Christian Impact on the West", and Core 4,
"The ModerA World", investigate the historical roots of.contempararyAdeas
and institutions. In the junior year, while students take ,a science'
sequence in Cares 5 and 6 called "Man in the Universe", they are also
asked to compare the "story of humans as told by science-in Western
culture with the alternative views of man in,non-Western cultures

t/- presented in Cores 7 and 8, "Non-Western Studies", which are taken
concurrently. Core 9 returns to the contemporary world in "Toward a
Christian Humanism", which explores the nature of man, religion and
ChriStian.faith. Core 10, "Christianity and the Human Condition", is
ntended to help students,make a "practical synthesis" through,a capstone

stigation of dimensions of topics closely connected to their majors
s respect for life, faith and reason, and the,ethics of economic ,

nt.

se in Core is divided equally into large lecture sessions'

sion groups. Faculty members usually lecture in their
but they are often called upon to discuss readings and
ir fields in the discussion classes. This makes some

dispensing knowledge abdut subjects outside.of
tion, and many have had to find a newCiefinition

in

such
develop

Each co
and small discu
fields of experti
topics dutside of'th
feel uncoMfortable abo
their fields ofspecializ
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of their role 0 teacher. The college has had a hard time coming up with
the right name,for this new role .While they have been calling it

"cd-learner", post people at the college, 'including students, do not like
the-equality and laxness it implies. Whatever it is called, teaching in'
core has required faculty to learn material they may not have encountered

before. This has been a humbling experience for some instructors. As one

of them put it, "Fifteen years ago I Was king orthe Mountain. Now I have

to listen to my colleagues.' Core has been, in effect, a vehicle for

fatulty development. Since 60% of the faculty at the college teach in

'Core, thi's is no small matter.
0

,At a time-when other schools around the-country were throwing out

,their requirements, Core was bringing them back in. The story of now this

happened Is too long to tell here. Suffice to"say that it entailed what

ond faculty.member called 'radical surgery" of an old and,comfortable

distribution 'system. Drawing its main inspiration from the renewed vision

of the Church and community in the Second' Vatical Council, people at Saint

Joseph's asked themselves what being an institution affiliated With the
Catholic Church implied. ',They asked what intellectual coMmunity-meant and

reached the cpnclusion that

community is not only a legitimate goal for
,higher education but a necessary goal. Liberal .

education aims to define the human in larger than

. Male white, middle class, American midwestern

terms.(4)

Everything at the college is turned to the end of creating a ;common
community of student and faculty learners in the search to understand what

it means to be human. It is crucial that this occurs witilin the themes

and structures created by Core, which'require great interdependence among

students, among faculty, and between students and faculty. No one could

'go completely his own way any. more.

And' what about the students? As conventional thinking would have it,

they are a bunch unlikely to be drawn to investigations of the human'

condition; Middle-Americans, fresh-faced, unquestioning, traditidnal,

rather ethnocentric, not especially talented "good kids" from Middle

America. Most of Saint Joseph's students are not overwhelmingly
interested in the higher professions or graduate schools. They wanCto

get their degrees, find a good job and grow up.

these students arefehe college's true mission.. Faculty at Saint

.
Joseph's rarely complain about the students or wish they had different

ones, as faculty often do at other colleges. They are not out to uproot

or humiliate them. Rather; they want their students to realize that there

is something more spacious than their families and the general culture

have taught them to want. One faculty member said of the students that '

they"come to college having been conditioned to get ahead. We try to

make life Worth living." Another said

2
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it's not the subject.. . . it's the blooming student who
counts. You have td-give them the freedom from being tied
to a.job and TV, freedom fromftheir litile persons(5).

There iststrong evidence, WhichI will pregent later, thai a large .
number of tudents respond to Core in its terms (Nichols,, 1981). If that
is so, then Saint Joseph's holdi hope for.higher education in the 1980s.
It tells us that a middling studeat hody,of no particular luster can
reflect on .the most i4gn1ficant questions facing humankind. It,teils us .

as well that this carChe done in.an integrative and thematic way without
sacrificing academic quality nd depth.

An Individualized Presdriked Curriculum. Ha mpshire College is-a
small (1200 students)'Private liberal arts college which was founded in
1970 after Many years of plannine.(Patters'On and Longworth, 1966). It has

a structure that challengeS many of the accepted practices in U.S. higher
education. Instead of standing -completeiy indepepdsotly, like most
liberal arts colleges of ts size and resourcesit shares courses and
activities with four other colleges in its immediate vicinity: Amherst, ,

Mt. Hblyoke, Smith and the University of MaSsachusetts.' Insread of
traeitional disciplinary departments, it brings together several
diddiplines into four schools according to their characteristic modes of.
inquiry: Humanities and Arts, Natural Sciences, Social Sciences, Language
and Communication. Instead,af toting up course credits lor..graduation,
students are required to Complete proUcts and papers,on topics of their
choice. And instead' ofletter grades.siudents receive detailed evaluation
af their performande.

Liberal edUcation at HaMpshii-e proceeds through three "divisions", .

which are'essentially graduation requirements. ..Division I is a breadth
-requirement that has students,ask a significant question and then answer- '
it by means of the different frameworkg and methods in the four schools.
In order to pass.Division I students must complete projects and-papers in
each school. Division II,,the equivalent of a major, requires students ta
build depth in one area through whatever means are appropriate-7courses,
field work, papers, independent studies. To piss Division II, students
iake't comprehensive examinatidh, usually Oral, based on course
evaluationso papers, projects, and a proposaLfor Division III. .In

Division III, students complete a Major research project or artistic work -0

in. their Division II area. They-also must become engaged in some
community servi6e project and enroll in an integrative seminar with
students from other fields. In the first two divisions, 'students design
.in individual program and examination with a aculty, committee; the
Division III paper or project also requires t at a written contract.be
worked out with a faculty committee. \

How does this system work in practice? The'first important point
-about Hampshire is that'it places much more weight on questions than
answers. Studentg are.encouraged to do what- profesgionals do: work out

problems, ,Cdatb tht literature;ctry.different iblutions. Id separating .

evalUatipn from performance in*urses, Hampshire trees its faculty to -

joir with students to b4ar.the problems:they are wrestling With without
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'worrying-about playing favorites or interfering with the objectivityyo
their grading(6). .Hampshire students talk about "workIng with" rareKer
than "taking a course with" certain faculty members. hey spt'n a lot of
time with the fadUlty identifying problems, clarifying questi s,

experimenting.with solutions', designing ways'to test answers,-Teviewing
findings, and critiquing'papers. Obviously there are differences in style
among the schools and individual faculty members bUt,the faculty at
Hampshire must,,at minimum, treat students as intelligent and responsible
people capable of doing serious intellectual wOrk.

The Hampshire program-runs the danger of.encouraging premature
spedialization, and"certainiY there are studentg who'narrow their,
interests tbo soon. Thistendency is counteracted partly by the Division
I requireMent and partly by the interdisciplinary structure of the

- college. Neither of these features would be enough, however, without a
third important aspect of the way Hampshire works: the.eMphasis'on paying
attention to the learning process itself. Students are pushed constantly
td deelop the general art of inquiry 'in arl'areas of their lives- They
are encouraged ta "learn how to learn" and watch as they are doing it
(Bateson, 1974; Perry, 1970). As sever#1 studenta put it: .."If there's

' any to*c I'M interes4gt in, I can track-it ICIADWI/ aware.that the

world has more to teach." "I can accomplish a lot if I study what I'm
interested in carefully." "Knowledge'is no'Ionger a textbook. I,am free

to pick out what I nee"(7):

The,,Hampshire programt'then, combines clearly defined ends for
liberal education with what appear to be undefined means far reaching
those ends,,the opposite of what most dollws and' universities do, which
is to tell students what.they Must do but,not.why:.' Students ai Hampshire
seem to accept the ends but they struggle constantly with the ambiguity
and unrelenting freedom'of means. Many succumb t'o A disease known as

."Hampshire Drife. Students complain about feeling harried much of the
time, never knowing when they are finished; alWays pushingthemselves on -

to questions they know are ldrking under any particular answer they may
'come up with. They .become, in a wbrd, academics.

;-

Four GUiding Principles for General and*Liberal Education.

There'has'not been a standard liberal .or general education curriculum
sbared by all colleges and universities since what has'been taught has ,
depended on student marketf and local contexts (Blackburn, 1981). The"
three programs:described ih the last settion, and the eleven others in
National ProjectfIV, all teach different things. The variation among
them, however, is.reduced considerably if we look at the form.of their .

curricula and the'principles underlying theM. First, almost all have
.durricula'in wbich general educatiofl and work in a pre-professional or

disciplinary major occur side'by side. Second, they do'not define what

theY do exdlusively in terms of specific subjects or disciplinary
terrains. Rather, they approach content in terms of the extent to which
it contributes to the'development of Certain capacities and qualities in '

their students.

4
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Which capacitie and qualities are to be fostered varies froi school
to school: Saint oseph's Christian tradition emphasizds ethical
principles bore than the two secular schools, for example.' They are all
directed, as well, to developing high-level intellectual functioning.on
the part of their students. How "high" and what counts as "intellectual
functioning" differs. Clearly, the intellectual autonomy and

_

self-disciPline-required-at-Hampshirare_much greater than at the other P

two schools. But the capacity to think critically abOut family origins
and personal histories is challenged more at Saint Joseph's and Johnson
State. Other schools will have other emphases. The important-point here
is that they are part of a widespread effort to define a cdrriculum in
terms of what is called "generic" learning, learning that studentscan
apply in a variety of circUmstances, not only in college courses
(Woditsch,'1977; Winter, McClelland and Stewart, 1981; Grant et..al.,,
1979, Value-Added, 1977)..

What kind of curriculum promotes,the development of'such generic
tcapacities(8)? It appears to be a curriculum that-allows Students to draw
on experience, that is comprehensive, integrated and critical. Many of

the programs in National Project IVillustrate these four principlea
(Nichols, forthcoming).

, Principle 1: Life sets the agenda. The point here is that the
uurriculum'is not set by "what is 'interesting' to some one or group of
disciplines but first and fOremost by who students and teachers are"
(Nichols, 1982; p. 15). Some of the programs draw on the particular
experiences'of their students, especially if they;belong to a special
group (women, working class, blacks), while others start with the

experience of a more:diverse group. Nicfiols points out that-what mat:ers..

is not so much' whose experience is being. scrutinized but,: rather, what

questionSare asked about them: Mho they are, what they have experienced,
what,they want to be or become.

Thus,,for example, the Program on Women at Northweatern University,
'like other Women's' Studies programa, starts with an analysis of the_roles
women play in this and-other soCieties. :It takes SerioUsly the lived

experience pf both men and women students and, then tries to' move them
beyond their'particular experiences to an understanding formed by history,
the social and behavioral sciences, and'the humanities. Another example

is provided by the Stony Brook program, where.contemporary issues of broad
human significance., such aS world hunger, technology and values, or
cities, are the basis for a federation of,existing ,courses. Or take Saint
Jcseph's. College, which begins the first semester of'Core with the

question: Nho am I as a man or woman in twentith century America?"
Later semesters then expand this question by 3øoking at,the historical
roofs. of shared institutions and valueS. Ira curriculum that is 'very ,N

different_in scope and content, the African-American,MOic and Dance
programs at,SUNY-Old WestbutY, we can see the same principle operate.
That-program begins with improvisation4. After that, students are taught
composition-and theory, as well as being exposed to materials from other
disciplines relevant to AfriCan-American music.
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In other words,l_these programs stand on an experiential ground, in
contrast to most undergraduate curricula which ate based on the
disciplines' definitions of what is piportant. Being grounded in the
experience of real people does not mean that they stop with those
experiences. As we have-seen, starting,with lived experience larger :

worlds, including those of the disciplines.

Principle 2; Comprehensive. The scope of general and liberal
education is comprehensive. It goes beyond the boundaries of any
department, discipline or group of people. Thoughtful coMmentators are .
deck, apparently Inexorably, to talk of new ways to combine the disciplines
to reach a more comprehensive undetstanding (Boyer andlLevine, 1981;
Brann, 1979; Brubacher; 1977; Conrad and.Wyet, 19.80; HallibUrton, 1977;
Bowen, .1977; Hirst, 1974).. In:practice, thig means bringing faculty
together from different disciplines, which many of'the fourteen programs
do in a variety of ways.

- .
,

P4nciple.3: .Critical. Most programs see liberal education as
'requiring that,they challenge what isptaken for granted, that assumptions
in the culture, including the culture of the academy, must be examined.and
made explicit: "the.invisible becomeg visible", ag one:of them put it%
For women,.,blacks, Working class,people, this means challenging .

assUmptions exclnsively based on the experience of males,'.or whiteg*, or
middle-class people. An important impadtof a critical mode of.education
which we will see reflected in students' comments reported later .inothis
paper, is the txtent to which their become more aware of the process of
socialization they-have been through and the way the culture and
particular institutions. have shaped their ideas, beliefs and value:. What

were taken as givens, necessities even,'can now be viewed with.critical
reflection.' This critical reflection.then. opens up new possibilities for

students.

Principle 4: Integrated% Most.of the programs 'in National itoject

IV have what Cardinal Newman.called a "connected" view. This takes place

on several levels and4n several ways. At the first level is the attempt
to, integrate the separate views of. the disciplines. Ihere is also the
integration of the.objectiye and the subjective, with the acceptance of
both realms of experience as legitimate. Many people in the fourteen
programs also speak of integrating .the academic and the personal. they

emphasize the growth of a ptrsonal value system as an important outcome of
liberal education for their students, as:Nell as enhanced self-esteem and
an appreciation for one's roots.. 1Finally, many attempt to integrate these
individual outcomes with the-development of a sense of community:

.

./

To what extent do these principles
;

apply-to other general and liberal

education curricula? They do not represent, the average approach,
particularly distribution systems whiqh have been criticized precisely .

because they lack integration and a critical point of view (Gaff, n.d.).
If the four principles do not apply to the,average curriculum, they do
represent the cutting edge of thinking and practice in general and liberal
educatiOn today. The "invisible college" of education theorists and
innovators in higher education is likely to draw on-them. In preparing
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this section,'I reached into the files I have gathered over the last three
Years fox National Project IV as illustrations:

Bloomfield College in.New Jersey teaches poorly-prepared,
vocationally minded students analytical thinking in an Interdisciplinary
Core Program that combines mathematics, natural science, social sciences,

hUmanities, and communications. Course work is integrated with systematic
diagnosis and testing through a Learning Support Workshop and optional

--Life Planning Seminars. The program, almost ten years old, increased
faculty collaboratiOn (Sadler, 1979).

Antioch College in Ohio, with a selective free-wheeling student body,
a

divides its proposed general education curriculum into knowledge areas
(e.g., Western Culture,'Non-Western Culture, Social Environment,
Individual-Development, Living Environment, Physical tnyironment,
'Mathematical Condepts) and skills (Aesthetic-Creative,
Analytical-Integrative, Experimental, Information Retrieval,
Intercultural; Interpersonal, Lingtiistic, Quantitative, Valuing): 'Courses

are designated according to which knowledge and skill areas they address,:

with the approval Of the college curriculum cOmmittee. Co-op jobs and

community activities can be applied to skill requirements (Antioch

College, nod.).

Miami-Dade Communit7 College's Intercurricular Studies Division, w
(

ith

a heterogeneous student pdkulation, teaches interdisciplinary modules with
an,interdependent complement of four instructors and 145 students who
voluntarily enroll in the divigion for a minimum of four courses': Courses

,. - 0

f in the'modules "are the same as those taught in-departments at the
institution, with the addi-tional expectation ehat students apply what thdy

\--- .
learn tC.-their own lives and,to the world in which they liye (Wiley,

n.d.), , /.

University of Massachusetts - Boston'g College for Public and
Community Service primarily enrolls working adults. In its General

'Education Center, students must demonstrate a minimum of eight
competencies at eackof two levels, ae well as four elective comuetencies-

at either level. Til4"competencies fall into three areas: self-assessment
(e.g., observe/describe human'interaction, cultural awareness, taking a
stand), criticism/argument (m.g., analyzing arguments, using a theory),
apOlying.a discilline area (e.g.i<doing_history, economieliteracY).
(College for Public and Community Service,--MD).

John NiChois forthcoming reviewed 4 major recent work on higher

education to see if.it,reflected the four principles. The Modern American

College (Chickering, 1981) contains.chapters op changes in the teaching of
particular-disciplines and professions, especially in the light of changes

in student characteristics. These chapterg;provide countless of examPleS

of the operation of one or more of the four principlesi. Some examples:

Life sets the agenda 'With more adults in claSses, teachers of
writing have learned that they will get better, wbrk if they encourage

students to draw on their own experience. The author ,of the chapter on

2
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economics suggests that more attention to personal economic
decision-making be included in the economics curriculum.- The biologist

suggests incorporating the key principles of biology with life and death,

as well as more mundane daily concerns.

Comprehensive Several of the authors write of making their
disciplines more comprehensive, primarily b opening them to more

interdisciplinary ventures. Some complain that subjects typically
considered to.be part of the liberal arts have become too narrow and.
specialized. The authors of the chapters on business administration and
the human services advocaee educating generalists in their professions.

Critical Many of the authOrs, while advocating the 'experiential
grounding of a liberal education, also express the.need to make students

critical of their own experience. This isstie comes up-especially when:

older students are discussed. The chapter by an.anthropologist enphasizes
the critical self-reflection that follows from studying other cultures,
the ability t.o shift perspective and to understand life from another's
point of view.

Integrated Most of the authors plead for more integration within

their disciplines and across the disciplines. Adults, especially, are

seen as naturally disposed to integrative studies. But even younger

students are in great needcof an integrated understanding, which makes a
critical contribution to student growth and developmentti

While he finds encouragement from these authors, Nichols insists that

general and liberal education must operate with all four principles.
Since the content of the disciplines has become More diverse and
complexand therefore can be more flexible in what is taught--the way
content is organized and presented can take'a variety of forms. Liberal

and general education curricula.must "take all of:htAan.experience
seriously and try to make sense of it in a critical and holistic way
(Nichols, forthcoming, p.'27). This is possible and, in fact, is being
practiced not only in several of the programs in National Project IV but

in other schools that are leading in the reformulation of the .

undergraduate curriculum. This.has come about because they operate in
0.contexts that encourage, occasionally force, them to do so. It is to the

question of how context shapes content that we now turn.

2 6
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PART III: THE CONTEXT OF CONTENT .AND INTELLECTUAL COMMUNITIES

Argument ,

Because a curriculum is a collective product that touches
on the political economy of institutions, it is very difficult .

to change. Particular curricula de.mAnd very much on their

° conteXts. Many of the programs in National Project IV,are
tied to their institutions in specific ways. They are more
integrated into the mainstream than innovations in the recent
past.° Internally, they are lively intellectual communities in
which faculty work together and students. are respected members.
They are, thergfora, likely to contribute to the revitalization
of the faculty as well as to the education Of,their students.

A curriculum is a powerful symbol. It tells faculty how important
their fields are'and it tells students what the:faculty as a cdtporate
body considers important to study. If.it is distinctive, a curriculum
endows.a college with a special mystique that helps attradt students and

money. A. curriculum is also a kind of.economy. It channels students to

soMe courses and not- to others; it affecta enrollments and, therefore,
which departments and courses have a. legitimate call on institutional
resources.

,
A curriculum, therefore, is the collective expression not simply of

an institution's beliefs about Itnowledge but also about its politiCal

economy' (Conrad, 1978). Changes' in a curriculum, unlike changes in a

course, require.collective actioft-and-coordination. 'Any-curricular

change. is likely to be controversial, and faculty would just as soon

avoid conflicts. Little wonder, then, that changing the curriculum has

been likened to moving 4 cemetery. Becalise,:a curriculum ip a cbllective

product, it is very dependent in its substance and form on the setting
in which it is framed. Again, in.contrast to the individual course,
whose instructor's choice of subject matter and teaching materials is
relatively free, a curriculum is highly constrained by context.

We must look at the way, .context affects general and liberal educatidm
because there is not a clear place,for them, no organizational space. -
that naturally encourages the.practice of general and liberal education.

Boyer and Levine (1980), in their recent critique of general education,

. use the metaphor of the "spare room." General education has occupied

the spare'room of higher education. It has been a guest, a shabby guest
who has been shuffled from the main part of the house.

If general and liberal'education of the sort this paper. deScribes
is to become a regular inhabitant in the house of academe, it...must be

given a proper room in the center of the house with all the proper

:amenities. This does not mean that it needs to occupy all.the rooms, or
that the.whole house need be done over to accommodate it. Thisis
easier said than done, especially when there is little money around to

build additions. This section examines the ways the fourteen programs
'have been accommodated within their respective houses. It will discuss
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this question by looking at organizational structure, curricular
structure, and characteristics of the faculty.

Organizational Structures

We saw earlier that the curiItula apply_to all students at three
of the schools in National Project IV--Talladega, Hampshire and Saint
Joseph'swhile the rest served less than the full student bodies at
their institutions. How are these programs organized and placed within

their institutions? "The majority are programs without departmental
status, although most draw on departments for advice and teachers. Only

one was a separatecollege --the New School of Liberal Arts at Brooklyn
College-- and this was disbanded because it had become too isolated from.
Brooklyn College as a whole to withstand the preSsures of the 1980's
(Black,..1981). All the,others'are either located in existing
departments or colleges. All but Brooklyn College use at least some
faculty from4existing departments as teachers or advisors and, while
most of them are looked on as unique because of the students they serve

or their curricular designs, the continuation of most does not seem to .

be in question in 1982.

There are good reasons for:the relative stability of many -of these

programs, which are.analyzed in d*tail by-Michael Mills:(1982). He

attributes their stability to three major factors: (1) a capacity to-

\
build.tie's to existing, stable units within their institutions, (2) the

\ presence of-a visible leader wtio articulates their mission, (3)-and the
development of a core group of facultY willing to go out of their way to

\defend and.protect the program. The programs, in other Fords, have
\learned how to insinuate themselves into their institutions. With the

exception.of the Brooklyn program, they are not separatist affairs

relegated to the margins. Some, in fact,,are located squarely in the

thainstream. Others may not be of the mainstream but they ageupy a

t ibutary that is connected to the. mainstream. Or to use another image:

t ey are.woven. into the fabric of their institutions. They may

challenge many of the assumptions And practices of_their institutions
but they do this as a loyal opposition.

How they do this varies according to the nature of their

institutiAs: For research-oriented schools like Stony Brook: Nebraska,_

Nor hwestern,-and Oklahoma, the programs build ties to the disciplinary

dep rtments--gt the Stony Brook and Northwistern-programs by actually
inc rporating'regular departmental courses into,their curricula; at -

.0kla oma and.Nebraska by drawin on departmental faculty as advisors and

teac ers. For schools with a primary commitment to a particular student

grou , teaching them according to standards the'rest of their
inst tiltions can respect provides some measure of'legiimacy. Thus, the

fact that the African-American Music Program 'at Old Westbury is open to
all students, and not just those with musical backgrounds-, expresses Old .

Westb ry's commitment to an Open admissions policy. Core at Saint

Josep 's College appeals to the commitment On the part of many of the

facul y to Christian humanism.' EDP at Johnson State appeals to the

.instit tion's need to serve students of all ages.
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This is not to say that the piesent is effortless or that the
future is guatanteed. Like alternative organizations, the programs
struggle constantly with te contextAn which they operate. At the very

least, they fight against losing their distinctiveness in the struggle
to survive. Thus, for example, Northwestern UniVersity's Program on

..Women on the one fiand must, convince departments to offer:more courses
related to women's studies, while at the same time resisting the .

assumptions and behaviors at an institution that has been uncomfortable
with women. .The program:at Hofstra must convince faculty colleagues

__that what they.are teaching, is acadmémicaily respectable, while at the
same-timm resigting presauti-to conventionalize the labor studies
cutriculum.

One of thd main lessons of the reforms of the past fifteen years is
the vulnerability,of the "enclavell'approach.''With 'the availabiliiy of
outside,resources and/or a social movement to support them, it was
relatively easy to start new programs, departments and colleges in .the
late 1960s and ,the,early 1970s. 'Typically viewed as illegitimate and
even dev-iant by the mainstream, such separate,units quiCkly formed a

counter-identity. But since they lacked ties to-the mainstream, such
enclaves were vulnerable as the competition for money quickened later, in

the 1970s.
. 0

Currimilum'reformers are much more likely now to cothe from And work
within the mainstream of theii institutions. -They have worked out a
variety cf ways to influence the mainstream'(Wittig, 1980; Wee, 1981):
appointing general education "czays", administrators who look after the
general education cuiriculum; forming new centralized structures for the
general education curriculum; consiltuting college-wide committees to
foimulate criteria, review cpurses, and.evaluate programs; starting
special progims with formal linkages to the mainstream to prevent,
enclaving; and making sure there are-regular reviews ofthe
undergraddate curriculum. 'For.interaisciplinary programs like Women's
Studies and Black Studies, there has been a trend in the past five years
to.build formal linkages to regulat departmentg.,

Curricular Structures

With the exception of Talladega, all fourteen programs have
curriculat and teaching arrangements that are unusual in higher
education,-from highly structured requirements and sequences of courses,
(Saint Joseph's, Brooklyn, Stony Brook) to individualized arrangements
(Johnson State, .Nebraska, Oklahoma). Seyeraa --Hofstra, J6hnson State,
New York City:Technical College, and Oklahoma-- bring education to
their students and operate with unusual time schedules. Brooklyn's

four-hour block classes, Johnson State's clusteis, and Oklahoma's
inter7area campus seminars, are all unusual attempts to intensify the
undergraduate experience, particularly'for commuting and geographically

dispersed students. Six have special faculty roles --the mentor at EDP,'

the faculty advisor at Nebraska and'Oklahoma, the counselOr-instructor
at Northern Virginia, the faculty'co-learner at Saint Joseph's, the

"master learnei" at Stony Brook. .

Despite differences in design, all lourteen approaches'havein
common an emphasis on interaction and exchange, small classes (though

not exclusively so --several combine large lectures with small classes),
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and face-to-face communication. Even the individualized programs reach
for a social expression of ideas. This emphasis on interactdon is not
limited to the vagaries of informal socializing or a collegike
environment. Rather, it is built into educational structures. This
means that the talk that goes on is likely to be focused on subjects
that-arise in courses. Students ande surprising number of-faculty .

discover how invigorating it is to engage in'intellectual discourse.
Many of them experience, in other words, the meaning of academic
community. In-many ways they resemble the kinds of intellectual
communities that grow up infeirmally in some first-rate residential,
liberal arts colleges like'Swarthmore and Oberlin, schools that are
well-known for their powerful impact on their students (Feldman and
Newcomh, 1964; Astin, 1977; Chickering, 1974)'. Several of the programs
in National Project 1V embOdy in their structures the conditions .

recommended by recent.commentators on secondary and higher education for
the kind of self-governing, cooperative intellectual community that
promotes-the growth and self-reliance of students and teachers (Heaeh,
1977; Torbert, 1978;. Hill, 1981; Newmann, 1981; Kohlberg, 1980; Johnson,
1981).

In a dailY way, then, and often'in less than ideal circumstances,
students and faculty in the National Project IV programsjive in'worlds
that allOw them to experience reasoned.discourse about questions that
matter. For many thoughtful commentatOrs on liberal eduoation; from
Scicrates o Schwab, this is the beginning and end of education (Schwab,
1978; Brann, 1979; Wegener, 1978).

One of ehe lessonS to be learned from National Project-IV is that
it doesn't take a lot of money to build such coMmunities of learning,
-not does it require a residential institution. Rather, attention to how
the curriculum is structured to affect social relatiOnships is critical.
One'important component of community is the provision of.facilities for
students and faculty to get together-outside.of class, preferably near
classrooms. This is more important for commuter institutions than.for
residential ones, where,opportunities for informal interaction are built
into he physicarlayout and rhythm of daily life. The four-hour class

.blocks at Brooklyn College required that classes take breaks and these
were times when students could talk informally with one another or with
their teachers in a modest coffee lounge located near classes and ,.
faculty offices; In the Johnson State program, the geographically-baked
clusters and meetings with mentors encourage such encounters. The

program at Oklahoma, by bringing its student's scattered.across the
country-to...0e Norman campus fpr short seminars, encourages intense
bouts of interaction. The_program at Stony Brook has its own lounge in
the science building where it is located, and it is perhaps significant
for community building that.it had to fight for.the space and Scrounge
for the furniture.

The most striking feature of many of these programs --at least
ten-- is"the extent to which faculty coordinate with one another in
their teaching and students participate in the curriculum in some\ way
other than taking courses. This is'very unusual,in U.S. higher
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education, where facuity generally teach their classes in isolation froi
one another .and rarely talk with one another about teaching. A few
examples: At Brooklyn College, faculty teaching in the same historical
period in the New School'of Liberal Arts Were forced to coordinate with'
one another because they all taught pretty much the same students.
Faculty at Hampshire get together to decide whether students have met
divisional requirements. Northern Virginia's Project Interwine requires-

.

that counselors meet regularly with teachers to.compare their
assessments of student progress. Those teaching in the Stony Brook
program participate in a special planning seminar btfore the term in
which they teach and meet in a seminar during the term. Faculty
teaching in Core at Saint JosepW's plan the sequence of readings yearly..
The result of such encounters is often "anguished" and "exasperated", as
one of the faculty members at Saint Joseph's put it:

I don'-t plan a CORE course all alone; I have to do it in
anguished and exasperated dialogue with a whole set of other
prima donnas who are just as pin-headed as I am in virtue of
their training, ex,cept that they have other "specialities"
(E1Ta and Mills, forthcoming, p.1).

The students participate in new ways as well. At Hofstra students
sit on a governing council for the program,)whiCh considers curricular
matters as well as other issues. At New York City Technical College,
potential students at the centers for the elderly Where the courses are
taught vote on the courses they want taught. At Saint Joseph's,College,

. student representatives are required to be memliers of the Core planning
committee.- At Stony Brook , students increasinglytake responsibility
,for running an integrative seminar.

Minimizing, but not eliminating, status (not authority) differences
between students and faculty is one important feature of such
communities. Doing this,structurally --by having faculty teach either
outside of their disciplines entirely or by forcing them to apply their
discl.plines to real situations -- -as at Saint Joseph's, Brooklyn,
Hampshire, Vermont, Nebraska,-Oklahoma, Hofstra; Johnson State, Stony
Brook-- makes thefaculty more humble and willing to learn. As one,of
the teachers at Saint Joseph's put it:.

In the old days, as lecturer-teacher of "myq students, I was.
virtually not answerable to anyone BUT my students for either
what I.taught or for how Itaught It in MY classes. I tended
to be the big answer for them%sole arbiter of tfuth in
content and justice in grading. We just didn't talk all that
much with onesanother, and I surely didn't-listen'all that

4 much to them. CORE really tends to explode all that....In
discussion groups, I HAVE to listen to my students; and they
.to one anothei as well as to me, as.We wrestle withthe
content. And not infrequently, one or the other of them knows
a LOT more about the topic under discussion than I do. Yet,I
have.to evaluate his performance and,give.him a grade. It

becomes a topsy-turvy worid; one:feels inept and threatened,
humiliated and frustrated. If one does hot despair and
surrender, it all becomes very salutary after A time (Black
and Mills, forthcoming, p..1):



Within such programs, then, it is possible to establish a living,
and lively, community --not just a group-Of peOple who socialize or,get
along With one another; but a community df people working toward common
goals. Because such programs tend to be small, faculty have more say
'about what happens in them. They appear to have more control over their
own destiny. ,,There is a sense of personal power and a consequent
increase in job satisfaction on the part of the faculty, and__
identification on the-part of many---e-fthe-at-Ti-d-e-nie. They speak of these
programs as "pur world".. These are worlds that have a clearer sense of
what they stand for than, the amorphous; often anonyMous larger
institutions-they inhabit. When they.work well, their sense of mission
is echoed and reinforced in what they teach and how it is taught. As a

result, context, curriculum, content and teaching.become mutually
reinforcing.

'Faculty

'The question of who teaches in programs like the ones described
here is critiCal and it is usually predicated on the assumfition that it
takes a spedial; Salf7selected...person. Yet, upon investigation, my
colleagues Nancy slack and.Michael Mills (forthcoming) did not find that
the faculty involved in the National.Project IV institutions were
unusual as they began their careers. Like the majority of faculty who
teach in colleges and universities today, the majority had begun their
teaching careers after 1965. Their average age.was 42. Most had a
typical graduate education in the major disciplines, and a majority have
published work in their discipline.beyond what was required for their
dissertations. Like most college teachers few had been'prepared.for the
kind df teaching they found themgelves doing after graduate 'school.
Several reported vague discontent with standard ways of. teaching.
Others reported feeling anxious and .insecure in their early teaching
days, "disturbd when only a small percentage of 'their classes got
actively involved and.developed real joy in learning. These teachers
were not willing to write off a broad- spectrum of students simply
because they were average or unprepared for college" (Black. and Mills,-
forthcoming, p: 4). Others felt increasingly limited by-their
disciplines as they came to terms with their students' needs and the
larger world.

These discontents are probably not unusual among college faculty.
What is.unusual is that the faculty in National Proiect IV ran into
opportunities which spoke to some of their discontents. I say:Iran
into," for very.fexeof them consiously decided to practice a new.form of

, teaching; They Were not pedagogical.innovators. In,fact, the
participation of quite alew of them in their programs --the women;-
especially-- was quite fortuitous. Once-these teachers began workipg in
fheir programs,,however, their organization and unique 'aims and students

carried them along. In the process, the feathers changed. But this was

a slow, incremental and often painful process. As a resulttheybecame
acutely self-reflective and unusually sensitive to-their students: At

Hofstra, for example, teachers described their adult working-class
students as people



who have no faith inrheir.own.capacity to cOntrol, determine
or plan their own destiny. For'some "making it" seemed tO'be
luck -- "hitting a number" ...For our learners it seemed
essential to develop both self-esteem and respect for their ,\\

working clasa culture_and---heritaga"(nlvermsn, Franklin, and
1981, p. 4) s.

This sensitivity to students is not sentimental. The,Hofstra faculty.
say they are not content to respond to students as they are; they want
them*to move beyond what would be normally expected of people from their
backgrounds to a fuller understanding.of the world around them.
Likewise, a faculty member at Hampshire .0.ollege'A'aid that "the faculty

start with the student's own concerns whetherthey be
scientific, quasi-political or very personal

But then she .added:

They may ask a political or ethical question and.before they
know it they are doing work in/physics, biochemistry,
chemistry or coMputer science/..(Lowry, 1981, Ir.' 33).

In.the process of working with students in these ways, faculty find
themselves being stretched. They feel that they are learning againand
having fun in the process.. Many of them come to realize how limited
their-own liberal edacation education has been. This spirit of
excitement continues in the 1980's. But many c011ege teachers have not.
experienced it. .Why not? It is not because those who have are very
different from those who have not. Rathei,.it is because.of the
difficulty of altering the structures that undermine.general and liberal
education and, in the.process, the faculty's sense of purpose. The most
vital programs in National Project IV and in other schools.are
suprisingly similar in the way they have managed to create environments
in which faculty from-different disciplines work together on common
intellectual programs--international studies or.environMantal issues"--or
a common pedagogical problem, such as teaching analytic skills or
promoting student development. Students are invited to join these
little worlds as espected members. Slowly, perhaps even insidiously,
they and the faculty become educated.
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- PART IV: THE STUDENTS SPEAK

Argument

Students spoke in a lively way about what happened to them in the
fourteen programs. They were less likely than faculty to separate
thinking and feeling, skills and understanding, knowing and doing.
Students frequentlY talked about the heightened awareness that
accompanied their, academic Work. Many came to see themselves as
.knowersJand as people who had more options in their.lives than they
realized: This'is.because many of the programs related academic
conteht'to students' lives--"life set the agenda". Another effect

on students was.increasing self-confidence, which seemed to
generalize from, mastery.over academic-tasks to mastery bvpr the self

and situations. Less privileged students emphasized mastery over
the external' world, while More pxiveledged students emphasized .

mastery over the self. Students seemed to become more empowered in
these'programs as individuals, bht personal empowerment was not '

translated into a commitment to its public expression. r

There is .exciting work going on right now in the assessment of-what
happens to students in liberal and'general education trograms Gaff, et. al.,

1980). The "outcomes" approach, exemplified in the meridan College Testing

Program's College OutcOme Measures Project (COMP), has attracted someattention
since its development in the middle '1970s (Forrest, 1982). Like the designers

of COMP,. David McClelland and,his associates (Winter, McClelland and Stewart,

1981) and Dean Whitla at'Harvard (Value Added, 1977) have'been working or
"operant" measures of learning, which.get students to apply what they know in -

Situations that come as close to real life as possible.

.The 7COntextual" apprOach to studying college environments, moSt generally

stated bY-Parlett and Dearden (1977) and applied by Grant and' his associates in

their study ofcompetenc4-based education' (1979), tries to understand
educational settixgs in a holistic way. No one, as.far as I know; has

systematically attem ed to do both: To relate studeht outcomes to a detailed,
holistic understanding of the settings in which they are_supposedlylproduced,

or to follow.through the implications of particular-settings,for student

outcomes. It is not hard o see why. On the one'hand, measures of complex

outopmes Are difficult to ign and validate. On the other hand, holistic

assessment of educational env ronments is notoriously open-ended and '

time-consuming. Little wonder, then, that when a group of doctoral students

taking h preliminary examination n the higher education program in at the .

University of Michigan were sent o f to.find out what effectS different general

and liberal education curricula have on students, they could not find.a single

study tHat did._

In their self-evaluations, the proj cts'in National Project. IV were .

eclectic. They use0 multiple methodologies.survey-style interviews, life

history interviews,'ACT/COMP, transdript reViews, Critical incident techniques,

participant observatiOn, paperL.and-pencil queetionnaires, developmental
interviews, and standardized tests of attittdei\and cognitive styles. -Not all

Of their work was focused exclusivelY on student several did studies of
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alumni and students as well. 4s a.group, they.provided a rough and ready

comparative study of the sort the higher education students Were asked to do.
"Rough and ready bficause the-groups studied and the questions-asked were not

intendeeto be strictly,comparable. However, several-of the evaluations were
similar enough to allow, reasonable Comparison.- In addition to the final
reports from the fourteen programs, I draw on thousands of pages of field nbtes
from interviews my staff and I conducted with faculty members,students and
administrators, as well as classioom observation and informarparticipation.

One of'the conclusions of -a review of the data from National Project IV
-is that valid assessments must employ apProaches that,are consistent with the
spirit of general-and liberal education. Such approaches must be ongoing

rather than one-shot; descriptive and context-based rather.than highly
° abstracted andcontext-freev developmental rather.than judgmental. If ,they are

intended to contribute to the understariding of programs,so as'to improve them,
the techniques used must be,understandable and acceptable to the'people in

them. I cannot possibly overstate,how important it_is fqr faculty to be given
the opportunity to systematically assess what they ao in an honest,

unthfeatening way. Hardly any of the participants in National Project IV were
experts in evaluation, yet they did creditableeven brilliantassessments.

The key to such success iS taking a "metaperspective" on vihat on@ does.

an evaluation., In other'words, the.evaluation must displaY the kindoof
reflectiveness and criticalthinking asked of Students in stch programs. My

staff ahd I insisted that participantefrom the fourteen schools take such a

perspective,and, when they did, the resulting-clarity helped the faculty to
articulate their goals and standards,and.ipereased students' awareness of what

was happening to them in their institutions. Comments from three participants:

0

,..T e developmental interviews
based on William Perry's were

having an impact on our subjects...Several
remarked that they found themselves saying
things during the interviews that they had
not been aware of thinking previously..I
began to see what 'a potentiLlly powerful
teaching device the.interview was

Daloz,'Johnson State College).

(We found the COMP]. a more comfortable and
believable test than GEFT (Group Embedded
Figures Test] because it deals with more
familiar subject matter and asks
people tO actually use what they learn
which'is more consiStent 'with the values of
liberal education (P. Colyer, University

of Oklahoma). .

We were surprised that the nonactive,.older,
less educated, widowed'individuals who tended,
to' live alone.'..would also-perceive themselves
and'their lives as mord satisfying than course
takers..This led to interesting debates bOth
.about the reasons and motivations for course

4
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taking,..This in turn led to data analysis 4

which would look at possible relations between
a number of variables...The findipgs...are
puzzling and undxpectede and they result in
not ,so much answering questions as in
formulat1h4 them (M.1Burgio, New York City.
Technical College).

4
, The following pages in this-sectionare devoted to conveying, inlanguage

.as close to that used,by the students, what happens to Students in the fourteen

programs. We begin first with our three sample programs--Johnson State, Saint
Joseph's and Hampshire,

'External Degree Program,.Johnson State College,

The scene0i a-graduation party. Karen has just
received her degree in English liter Ure after
yearg-of alternating work, 'study, d welfare.
Her father raises his'glass with a battered farmer's
hand. "Well, now,you got.your diploma, what're °you
gonna be?". .

'Why,.Dad, just the same as I've always been."

Well, you.goddamn fool!" (L. Daloz, 1981, p.54)

Betty Brown(9) lived in a rural community near the town in which she had

grown up. Everyone in town knew her add her family and, while she sometimes
disliked their meddling, she also loved the clOsenessof small-town life. The

mother of young twins,,Betty.had been working off and on ovez the years and was

majoring in business. In an interview with a member(,of my staif from Ann
0

Arbor,-she described,the effects of the program on her life.

The program is giving me self-cOnflence to

derstand how little'I do knOw bur' that where

I live wi tations--it needn't affect my
needs about thinking and rea notion

.that-thinking makes something be.4-that's
fantastic.- The kind of persOn.; mdx be up here

wbcids makes it important that"I take
-liberal studies to'knoW.whet's going on.

Os_

.

-In classic Vermbnt S,yle, Betty would catch herself up when she 8aid

-anything that sounded too extreme. First.shefaid:.

It'sexpanding my curiosity.-.I've been short-ill.,
.basid'liberal education: Philosophy courses have
opened up'a whole new world to me.

4.

-,But then she cautioned:
. 1 ,

.of course, it doesn't change lilies completely., I
'can't see myself as -having changedithat much.. I

' kriciw of huSbands.who were paranoid at first, mine. ,
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included., Everyone's husband was a little concerned
that it would -make us more "liberal" but everything is fine
now.

9

Then baCk-to the 'excited tone;

I think more. I see a broader range of possibilities
for action. I'm less judgmental. I haven't changed
with regard:to family and friends. I use my
leisure time now tO learn Something rather than
parking myself in front of the TV. If I Wonder why
about something I find out. I enjoy that. I'm more

/7

curious about governmerit, politics and my kids .

psych6logically.4(10) ,

The -,-Aifting relations between changing and hqt changing came-up
frequently in the Vermont7students' atcounts. Laurent-baioz' 'fidel report for
National Project IV provides:an examPle of- this,struggle from an,unusually

-,articulate young woman:
,

A

, ) Initially...I firMly believed that eduction 4

was:a,ond-time,vaccination to prevent bouts
of ignorance and incompetence, that-it vas,
separate and distinct from everything else,
and that,it was some ot of prize to be
earned or wrested froxothers at the cost of
mental,e:Zerticins,and f nancial resources.

0

The degree has served t.ti, relatively well in
the ,economiC area and faile4 miSerably in
giving me Protection from ignorance and
incomPetence. Insteekd Of building up,it
tore doWn the rast veatiges of old.beriefs

,

-and uncertainties. Ii...fragmented my .
entire life and paradoxically allowed me to
-start living.:.Learning will never stay put
or be"final...It will forever show me how-

.
much"further I-have to go, byt at least now .

I know what learning is.like'now. It ian't
hiding anymore, and itr.s like setting' an old
friend free,.(Da],oz, 1981i pp-.49=50).

It is clear that the progr.0' emphasis-on development, along with the

mentor and the:individualized contract, ce,..Students to pay attention to what

-is happening to them in the process of-their ,education. Like Hampshire
,students who also"work out their oWn programs4individually with help from

,
faculty advisors, many of the Johnson State students were articulate about the__
process of education itself, as well'as its effecta on theM, This does ndt
mean that they achieve the highest levels of :intellectual and emotional

maturity. The evaluation 4one for National Project IV tried to determine
systematically whether,students' thinking becaMe progressively differentiated
and"integrated, 'according to William Perry''s (1970) and' Jane Loevinger's (1976)

scemes,orintellectual aevelopment. Any change at all would have been
impressive, given that these. students typically studied part-time, Had, other

4

39
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obligations besides studying,, and ladked the consistency of regular

,campuses. .Yet there is good evidence from the research.that many-students were
Moving in the desired direction:

While Many entered the ptogram primarily for vocational reaSons, .they,

learned to view educatibn in much more complex ways than 4s a means to a be

job or.higher pay. Their thinking become,less dualistiC, less simple.' By
gradu4tion, the typical student had moved.frOm a right/wrong, Idack/white
dualism through a mote tolerant multiplicity to the edge oft,ecograzing that'
knowledge is relative to-context-Perry's (1970) highest stage of intellectual
functioning. They came to view themselves as-responsible agents in the .World-
They became more sApticai about authority, more willing to,make judgments-and
to take iesponsibility'for their own thinking .and action.. They'caMe to regard ,
.going to school as an asset to enrich theitliveS, not simply' as something 'they-
had to do in order to *get a-degree, (Daloz, 1981). .

ct

,Saint Joseph'eCollege

If you take Core seriously, yoU'll:haye-
to sit down sooner or later and ask ,

yourself: 4"What amAl,doing?" Where am I going?

What things do'l. value?"(11Y.'

A staff member from National.Project IV talked at,length to several
students at.Sain.tJoseph's-College in arranged ,interviewsand corraled a few in

the student center and a laundromat. -The first two students, an.economics
'major and a self-described humanist ma;joring in math and cOmputerst Wete both
juniors. 'Besides helping them to improkre their writirig:and speaking--students
almost have to talk in class sinCea good gtade depends-on'it--they said Core

had "deeper" effects. One'oethe students used the.word "deeper"' .several

times By'this he meant that Core had:helped him,look 'into himself.and"to
conceptualize issues better.. Both Said that,Core had led them to think about

't..1-1Ingstheywouldn't have otheiWise'considered--and not.to jump to conclusions.

It haehelped them deal wi,th life better. It had also contributedto a sense

- of community_at the college. ty "opening" students it made'it possible f9r
them to interact with one another in 4 Mbre genuine way.

O 0 0

The next group of students were active in stildent life on campus: a senior

majoring in history, a senior in e vironmental geology and a junigr geobiology

major. All three, agreed that Core ad helped theM. with their writing and
Speaking; that it had "broadened" tIem and helped them to grow personally. It

had forced them to examine their owns values'by looking at "alteinatillee and by'

increasing their compalsion for othe s.

The humanittic aspect of. Core as especially important to the geobiology

major.. He drew an analogy between his academic 'experiences at Saint Joseph's

and an ellipse.. His education hadjtwo focal points, Core and his major.

thought other schoolA' curricula' Were shaped like 4.circle,'with'the major in

the center and genetaI education-at,the.cirCUMferenceYBlithis he meant that

studies in Core and the major at Saint Joseph's reinforce and enhance each, ,

,00ther more than they do at most schools. The two,other students agreed.

O 0 0

4 0

A
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P -subijects/ eing."tied together", of the intllectual terrain as
''intercohnected", of the worldconsisting%Of '.interactions" and

iinterdOendence."
.

%long with a growing perspective on fntellectual integration, perhaps even
i

.

. preceding'it, was a Sense of greater petsonal i41tegration=-of being'able to

iilnt Josephs st'idents' values And gtowing maturity. The diversity of the,a4
de de for yourself, of confronting your .received values. It is clear that

w at educators call "confrontation With diversity" had powerful effects on
,.

/disciplines, combined with constant efforts to integrate them; the deliberate

/ effort to compare Western and non-Western.cultUre; the different ways of
thinking in.vocatiorial fields in contrast to the humanitieS; the alternative
views ok the'world in telitgion and ,science; 'and the variety of beliefs and
bactgrounds among'students and familty oonfronted daily in discussion:groups

were harnessed by the Core curriculum fot educational ends. A common

.curriculum and the emphasis on both diversity and integtdtion enable-the
average StVdente who attend Saint joseph's College toTarticipate in an

intellectual community for the filst.time in their lives.
,,
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Two students in the student.center weie less articulate than the students
in arranged interViews. A jUnior majoring in business said he thought Core had
made.him "well-rounded," helped' him improve his writing and speaking abilities,
and led him to examine,his own opinions as a result of being exposed'to
"altetnativeS." A $hy person when he first came to Saint Joseph's, he said
Core had'helppd him learn more about other:people and become more'comfortable
with them. The second student, a freshman business major, hadn't had much
experience with,Core yet but said the cOurse she had taken, was good because it

, had gotten her to discuss things with otherstudents in class.

o o o

Two sophomores who.haPpened_to be in the laundromat, a geobiology majOr -

and an accounting/computer major, were matter7of-fact about Core. They said'

that they had'learned to write and speak better, that they had learned to"be
more "inquisitive", and fcund it easier tO "open up" to otherS now. Core, in
.addition, had helped them to think and to define problems and then to:
recognize that there were no easy solutions.to them, that they must determine
what do_do on their Own.

\

0 0 0

These interviews confirmed the overwhelmingly positive results of the
internal evaluatiOn conducted for National Ptoject IV, which systematically
cheked on whether Core was achieving its purposes (Nichols, 1981). About
one-third of the seniOrs said that the most noticeahle impact'of Core was the
way it had expanded their awareness and sparked newl,interests. It made them
more "aware of alternatives" and "opened them up", Apoints'students-also madein
their interviews with my staff. They were practically unanimous in crediU.ng
Core with improving their reading, writing, speaking, listening, managing
information, and,thinking abilities. Besides improving their sense of,academic
competence, Core also enhanced theit'appreciation of other points of view'and
-their sense of/confidence. They made commenti,iike "I still hate to write
papers but'Core helped me learn how to arrange' my thbughts better". "Before I

couldn't stan'd to read books and now I enjcAr them." "'Cote has made me think

and'not mergly accept what I heard'or read; has t.aught me how to think for

myself and/to give my point Of view." The situdents also grew to appreciate
interdisctplinary work .and the integration )6f knowledge.: They talked about
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Why did
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'credential?
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they come to a school that constantly threw them back on
That forced them constantly to question what they did? That

neither a comMOn curriculum, nor fraternities, nor a solid-goid

First Student

During the year after high school, I was
doing music on my own. I like to work

independently. I liked the opportunity to
explore what,suited my fancy: With the
.fie-college participation, it was the best
of both worlds.

Second StUdent

I wanted to go. to StanfOrd. HaMpshire was

. the only other place I considered. I was

attracted by the'independence. I came here
and am doing all the things I wanted to do
and did&t_have a chance.to do elseWhere.

Third Student

I wasn't smart enough to get into X [a very
selective liberal arts cdllege]. But they

party all the time! . They.aren't curious
about learning anything. They study only
what.the faculty tell them to! (12)

t.

Attraction todndependence is rarely the same thing as'being independent,
and even 'Hampshire students had a hard time adjusting to freedom. One freshman

we interviewed, Eric Freedman, had chosen Hampshire because he had gone to an
alternative high school and wanted the sale kind of education in college. He

was taking four courses but still .felt that he was drifting. There were a lot
of small'groups, "little cammunities" as he called them, but no sense of

Hampshire as a whole: He hadn't settled on any gra* scheme,for his inquiry

yet, Eric was,being inducted into the Hamp'Shire- way, one thait Allows for a

good bit of questioning about.the world--which often translates into question

oneself. Ond-faculty member described this as the Hampshire student obsession.
They spend a lot of time at.various points in their college,years 14iorrying

about whether or not they are getting the right kind of educatioh. They have

what one of the students called "pangs of questioning." What 'ant I doin.4 here?

Why am I doing this?- The college encourages them to do this, on the belief
that if they'stick with their questioning long enough they will,become clearer

about their purposes and more responsible for them.

Hampshire students_very quickly learn to 4dd "inquiry" to their lexicons.

What does this really mean to them? .For some, it was the best way to get to

the bottom of a subject; One student said that he felt he knew how to
understand ailything if 4e carefully'inquired into it. 'For othgrs, inquiry

4 2
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meant not taking things'at face value, not trusting the experts too much. One

student said he no longer saw knowledge "as a textbook"; another talked about
questionipg authOrity. Another described how the world had changed as a result
.of the inquiry approach; it had become more vivid, livelier. As one student

put it, "the world has more to teach now." The result is a confidence on the
.part of many Hampshire students_who survive its rigors that they can take
control of their own education 'and of their own lives. A few examples:

First Student

It's a blend of working with profestors and
working independently. The key is
professors' expressing their interests,
pointing you in the direction, but sending
you off to explore on your own. You bring
your work to themk they discuss it, they
send you back to do some work over, then
there's more thinking. It's discouraging,
but also valuable. I've learned to accept

the process.
---

Second Student

I'm writing a paper and reviewing it. I

keep changing it. It's nbt the way. I want it .

. to be, but it has to bezlone. The standards
here are-very highi they are.set by the
student. That's the.challenge: to accept
some le*vel of your own achievement and then
move on. An 'A' is so easy. I always feel
sneaky when I 'come away with an 'A' from
another campus.

Third Student

You have an obligation to live up to the
standards set by the professor. But there's

a feeling among the prOfessOrs here that
doesn't exist elsewhere. ':The personal idea
a professor has of you ie satisfying. _You

can develop a.close relationship with your
advisor and then he or She Says "There's a
part of you I see in here and a part'of you
I don't see: I'd like,to see you bring out
this part of you more."(n)

ft.

The process of education, as Harwshire students saw it, was a never-ending .

one whose contours were set in coop,kation with their teachers. But it'was up to

them to find theirown path, folloloyit to the end, and decide.when they had gone

far enough. Occasionally the patlywould lead to a dead-end, 'tore often to a

detour, frequently through a mazy. In the process the students learned to
articulate where they had been and how they had gotten there.
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There is no question, then, that the form and style, Of liberal education at
Hampshire.affects its students! capacity for critical thinking and original
inquiry even beyond what might be.expected from their rather privileged, social

an'd educational backgrounds. They illustrate the important finding rom Winter,
McClelland and Stewart's (1981) Study of the outcomes of liberal education that
gaint in critical thinking require'immersion in a cognitively complex and often
confusing situation that also stresses discipline and integration across the
discipines. 0

"The Notion That_Thinking-Makes-Something BeThat's Fantastic"(14)

I hope I have conveyed the spirit with which the students in these programs
expressed-themselves.. -Many spoke of what life was like "before" and how it is

"now". "Before" was drab and half asleep. "Now" is colorful and wide awake.
Many of the students in the fourteen programs also saw their education
holistically. .They did not separate feelings from thinkihg, skill acquisition
from general understanding, knowing-from doing. Yet with the exceptiOn of
Hampshire students, they rarely volunteered comments about what they were

Studying. Unlike professors,,the students did not place great store by a
particular content in talking about general and liberal education. Indeed, they

were unwilling to separate liberal or general education from.their whole

educational experience. This is not to say that the content of what they studied
was Unimportant in what happened to them; it was the crucial ground on which most

of their other educational experiences stood. The Hampshire student,who said
that the world had more to teach could not have-said so if he had not engaged in
the,serious kind of inquiry that Hampshire ihsists upon. The student at Saint f
Joseoh's who said that at some point students in Core must ask what,they value
Could not have come to that realization without being exposed to a curriculum
that forced confrontation with.questionscof value.

Content comes through in another way. While they were more siMilar than
different in what they °said had happened to them, in spite bf thediversity of
their programs, the students' comments reflected the central aims of their'

schools. Thus, Saint"Joseph's students emphasiZed their wide understanding,
while Hampshire students talked of inquiry and Johnson State students talked
of the.relationship between themselves and the World around them.

"It Opens the Windows of Your Mind"(1,5)

No matter what they studied or where, students in the fourteen programs
talked about.a heightened awareness of the world. They f91t liberated from

ignorance, more curious, broadened in their perspectives. Many came to See
themselves as knowers, people who owned their minds and could put them to use in

their lives. This awareness, consisted ot much more than-bits and pieces of facts

or masteri, of skills.

With the expanSion of students' views of the world came the recognition that

there were more options in it for them. This seems to be so because their
programs encouraged them to use what they learned in their daily lives. The

students', therefore, took.their education very personally. Hampshire students ,

. talked about how engaging in inquiryhaotboth confused and clarified their lives.
Betty Brown at JOhnson State realized that thinking and reading freed her from

the llmitations of her small town life. StUdents at Saint.jOseph's began to ask
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questions about the kinds Of lives they wanted to lead in the future.

The fact that they could make such connections legitimated their own
perspecLves and backgrounds. This wae especially important for students who

----- felt insecure about their academic ability and for women and minority students
whose perceptione have been under-represented in standard college curricula. Age

seemed to make a difference in hOw easily students could apply what they learned.
Older students could make the translation more easAly.than younger students. It

is not clear whether this was because of their age'l6r 'because of.the conditions
under-which-they stUdied, sinte older students were typically enrolled part-time
*while being immersed intheir regular lives while younger students were more
likely tO be studying full-time in settings that insulated them more from the
outside world. For younger students, college was life for the four or so years

that they were enrolled. Application of what they\learned.was more likely to
occur in their daily lives'in college, in relationships with room-mates and

friends. Youllger students were less likely than older students. to talk
spontaneously about how their educational experiences had affected their
relationships with family members, tommunity, and nonrcollege friends.

"You Get a Feeling About Yourself--That You Can Do Something and Do It Well"(16)

If heightened awareness changed'how students thought about themselves and
the world, growing confidence changed how they felt. Whether young or old, male

or feMale, bright or.dull, in unselective schools or elite ones, students said in

one way or another that their programs had strengthened their self-confidence.

What did they really mean? They meant that they had come to believe in
themselves and in their capacity to handle certain situations. They felt

competent,.able. These feelings were rooted in.a sense of mastery--mdstery over
academic tasks', mpstery over the self,and mastery over situations.

last2r:y over academ±c tasks. Which academic tasks were mastered and what

was considered difficult varied according to the different curricula in which the

etudents were enrolled and according to"their academit.preparation. What cOunted

for the students who were well-prepared academisally was mastering patterns of
inquiry and critical thinking skills. Hampshire etudents, for instance, learned
that knoWledge wasn't a "textbook"; Brooklyn College students talked of learning
how'to "dissect an argument", StOny Brook students 'to question the authority-of

"experts." The Stony Brook studentsvere especially attuned tr changes in the

ways they thought. They spoke of learning to apply principles to things that

were familiar Or in the news. They said thatthey had developed "patterns of'
reasoning," the capacity to recognize "gestalts." A' physics student emphasized ,

the importance of learning to think abstractly, which helped set'a stgndard for-

looking at new materials and events. the capacity to think abstractly is a ,

crucial turaing point in human development (Chickering, 1981), but we suspect
that itwas quite limited among the poorly prepared students. Few of them talked -

about making a leap to abstraction (Cowan, Saufley and Blake, 1980). Those who

did were enrolled in programs that articulated the significance of critical

thought in everyday life, as in the labor studies program At Hofstra. A student

we interviewed there said'that the most important effect of the program on him

and other students was being-able to,see beyond the specific conditions of their

lives and to raise questions aboutIthe forces that caused those conditions.

-The effects of the fourteen programs on the self-esteem of less privileged
students were especially striking as they learned that they could master skills

4 6
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such as reading, writing and speaking. Talladega. students learned that they

colild do college work if they took.responsibility for themselves. Students in
the African-American Music Program atSUNY-Old Westbury talked about gaining
confidence in themselves from learnirighow to comppee And perform music.
Students at Project Interwine at Northern Virginia Community College enrolled in
remedial Englishand mathematics classes felt better about themselves in general

as they improved in their courses.

_
MaStery over the self. Mastery in one area, therefore,'seems to generalize

to other areas. By mastering difficult academic tasks, students felt that they

could master'other things. This implied that they felt more confident abOut
being able to mobilize theMselves for whatever came along. The old-fashioned

language of the will came up frequently in conversations with students. While
well7prepared, well-supported students spoke more internally about how they had
become more responsible and independent, less privileged students spoke of their
struggle to resist succumbing to the academic, social, financial,.and logistical .
difficulties that plagued' them almost constantly. The very fact of enrolling in

college was a triumph for many of them, and they had to marshal extraordinary

effort and self-diScipline to remain in school. they talked about learning to

set their own goals and.follow through. At Northern Virginia, a developmental
math student said it taught "how to motivate yourself, how to do things you

really want to do. You.learn how to set goals so that you don't move around in

an aimless direction." Students in the program at Old Westbury used similar

ranguage: "You begin to understand what you can do realistically. You learn

discipline. It helps you excel beyond the limits you think you can reach."

Mastery over situatipns. Not only did the students come to think of
themselves as competent people who could handle themselves; some also began to
behave differently:" In classes., students who had been silent and fearful got up
their nerve and spoke, even when they were notsure they-were right. Some were

even able to begin questioning their teachers. At Stony Brook, students said
that,they discovered they did not have to say what the teacher wanted, as they.

- had in high school. At Northern Virginia students began to express themselves in

class and learned sthat there would be no reprisals if the7made mistakes. Some

even saw that making miStakes might be a way of..learning. 7

They began to stand up for themselves outside of class as well. Growth in

assertiveness came up again and again in our conversations with women in

particular. Elderly women in the New York City Technical College described how
they began to tali back to domineering husbands and sons. At Northwestern,

students from the Program.:on Women told of several situations in which they spoke

up when they felt they,or other women were peing slighted. One homely example:

I have been dating my boyfriend for three.
years. I am now feeling more aware and I
test out what I learn in class with him. For
instance, I realized.that the tone of voi,ce
that I lise.w,ith him.is accommodating. Since

I liave noticed this, I have stopped.(17)

Another way to describe What happened to the students in many of these

programs is to say that they.become more empowered. Empowerment consists' of

being aware of the necessity for some action, having the resources to act, and

4 6
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acting. It,appears that most peopfe in these programs became aware of a wider-

wprld than the more-limite'd ones they inhabited. Many began to realize that
thinking and the world of ideas could free them.from the restrictions of their

lives. As they mastered academic challenges, they learned to master themserVes

as well. This gave some the confidence_to assert themselves and take risks.
hrough-the resourceS-of the mind and the will, they learned that they could
exercise -greater control -over- their- fates.

They may be completely misguided in this belief, since hardly any of them
linked their Sense of empowerment to acting collectively on behalf of what they
wanted. Like Ircat Americans, these students had few vital collective
identificatiOns (Gurin, Miller and GUrin, 1980) in their lives. While some

black students at Talladeda and the women students at Radcliffe and
Northwestern's Program on Women clearly identified with blacks and women, they
rarely linked their own empowerment with the teed to act with_or in'behalf of
other blacks and women. Students at Saint Joseph's often spoke of "opening up"
to other people and feeling more "compassion" for others, but thepe were vague
references connedted to enduring public Commitments. Johnson State students
talked about the joys and.difficulties of living in small rural communities,
but they did not seem to see them a's arenas in which they could apply their
new-found knowledge.

Only in the Hofstra program; which explicitly taught students that they 6
must join with others to improve their own lot did some, but even then by no

means all; students express a sense of social responsibility. .They spoke of

renewing democracy in their unions, becoming:Aore active'in their
neighborhoods, and,making life better for others.

4.
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PART V: SUMMARX AND RECOMMENDATIONS
.

Argument

There is strong evidence for the individual and social benefits of_

higher education in general and suggestive evidence that general and

liberal eduation contributes Substantially tO these beneEts. The

fourteen programs in National Project.IV show how these benefits cin

.be extended to new kinds of students in a way that maintains a sense

Of standards and quality. It-also shows how more traditional kinds
of students can benefit, This is a strong argument for continuing

the national commitment to broad access to higher education. Whether

or not the individual and social benefits of general and liberal

education are translated into the improvement of democratic
institutions is more questionable. For such a result, colleges and
universities will have to be more 'self-conscious about'relating what

they do to democracy and will have to operate more democratically
themselves.

The picture of collegeg and universities today, both in the popular'andc,

scholarly.literature, is rather gloomy. 'Higher education is described as an

industry in decline, a disaster area. Faculty are shown o be dispirited.
Students are supposed to be after the degree, nothing more. The fourteen

programs presented in this paper, and many other across the country, present a

more opt4mistc picture. What do they tell us?

1. General and liberal education involves a process of learning.that

helps students understand the relationship between what they learn

and their'own experiences. It allows them to apply learning to their

lives;

2. This_understanding, howe7er, requires a critical distance.

3. guch'an education liberates students from unexamined assumptions ahd
empowers them to think and act in new Ways,.

4. The exact optcomes of general and liberal education.vary according to

the kinds of studdnts experiencing it. Most students,.however, speak
of becoming broadened'by.such an education and of becoming more'

self-cbnfident.

5.' T4 most dramatic effects are on students who depart from the

traditional undergraduate profile=-those from working-class families,
those whose preparation for academic work is poor, and those who are

older than twenty-two.,

6." Curricular structures and course content-vary considerably, depending

on the nature of the students, teachers,,and institutional contexts.

There s no one best way to achieve a general and'liberal education.

4
7. Nevertheless, some of the principles underlying tht content 'of'

liberal education can be identified. One of the most important is'

attention to the generic learning that results from particular

*Contents..
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8. Other important principles for the selection of content are (a) that
it be related to students' experience, (b) that it be critical, (c)

cOmprehensive, and (d) integrated.

9. While these principles are not a guarantee of excellence, they do
ttequently lead to high quality teaching and learning.

;

10. This is most to-ddbur when content 4.s embedded in a ,curricular
structure-and-orgarriza1-iona-1 arrangements-that encourage-TaY7all
active relationship among students, teachers,ahd materialS, (b)

frequent opportunities for discussion, (c) a Sense of community'(d)
*respect for all participants,.(e), Willingness to expect more than
'what is normally expected of the particular students,enrolled.

11. The salutary effects of,such iSrograms are not limited,to students.
Faculty become invigorated in the process.,

12. A general ihd.liberal education of high quality involves imagination
4and planning more than money.

We have seen how the fourteen programs have reconstructed the aims,
.

contents and pro.cest of education in the name of general and liberal education.
These are not radical changesvindeed, they are not even particularly new..
Many ocf the ideas behind them go back to the roots of liberal education in the
classical Greek:tradition, which saw such an education as necessarily Irom'and
for life. Paideia, it was called, but only for free men. The difference now
is precisely ?aideia for the masses.

.The precise meaning of ."general" and "liberal" education must be
determined in the particular contexts in which they are practiced, 'as it has
always been throughout the centuries. To remain alive, liberal and geheral
education must continue to bedefined and redefined as the students and
circuMstances of higher educatiOn change. We have seen that the postwar
neglect df.liberal and general education seems'to have reached its limit in a'
large number of colleges and'universities. The opportunity 'for major
improvement is, therefore, unparalleled today. Though.all of the fourteen
programs have had to face financial exigencies, many have combined a sense of
purpose with economic viability. The faculty in them are lively and seem to
care about what they are doing. It would be a pity, therefdre, if colleges and
universities held.back from making the changes that would bring' quality and
vigor badk to the.undergraduate curriculum because of'budgetary tonstraints.

. 'With a Modest investment of funds for planning and a'reasonable'time
perspective on the implementation and elialu'ation of new programs, most colleges
and universities in this country could make major improvements that would serve

. .

both their students and their faculty better than they do now.

,

Whatshouid they do? First, they must take seriously the effort to define
general-and liberal education (and the major, for that matter) in generic t&-ms
rather than falling back on'particular departments' versions of what the
disciplines say is important for students to learn. In designing a curriculum
they must constantly ask themselves ...2,1w1 something is worth studying. What,
qualities of mind, heart and spirit are pupposed to result.within those
studying it? Are these qualitiesAmportant in this institution? If they are,
how shall we go about encouraging.their development in a self-conscious way?
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Which courses already do it? Which could be reframed to do it more? Which will
we need-to inVent? Do students experience our institution in its formal an
informal life in ways that are consistent with/these goals?

I am aware that these ate verydifficult questions to answer,_ especially
in larg'e and diverse institutions. But'it is possible td address them in
small, more homogeneous units-7in small colleges or at:the programrlevel in
larger institutions. ThUs, my second-recommendation is that institutions work
much. AV'S self-consciously to develop learning communities.of students and
fasbulty like the ones I described earlier. It is at this level that real,
educatibn of a high quality can be achieved. In a large institution, it is
possible to imagine ddzens of such; learning communities-,-they exist now for
grailuate students'and faculty members in the disciplines--offering part or all
of the generaL education portion of the B.A. .The idea of small learning

- communities is not-new.' Its most recent expression was the cluster college
movement.of the 1960s (Gaff et. al., 1970). The difference in the 1980s is
that such clusters miAt be much4rmore.related to the mainstream of their
institutions. They need not cover the'whole or even a large fraction of the,
total undergraduate curriculum'. Some may even be temporary institutions-which-
go out of'existence because their.purposes no longer seem worth.pursuing or
because their practices are ineffective (Bennis and Slater, 1968). Thd
.particulars of how such communities are set up and what they °study must be °
worked out at the local level, although the National Project rVprograms and
others around the country offerideas that should be examined seriously.

Many students will appreciate such communities, once they have experienced
th4m-* While they usually go to college.td4qualify fora good job or because
Daddy and Mommy exbect them to, most'students want school td mean something
pore ,(Wenclling, 1981). 'Of course, 'they have difficulties; as we have seen'from
National,toject fV, their accounts ate filled with,struggle: MoSt are

ordinary people, not!Abe Lincolns or Alfred Kazins tAiriting for knowledge.
MAny.of them are thought to be,uninterested in or incapable of an advanced
education-people who may not write oT talk very well, have jobs.and families,
commute to nearby.schools, take a few 'course's at a time. Yet they speak more
expansively than we would expect abopt coming to :college and discovering'that
they have minds. Their awareness and intellectual sophistication surprises us.
At a time when'zealous budget-cutters threaten financial aid and institutional
prqgrams, it iS students like this--adults, women, working people--who are most

'threatened. Derek Bok, president of an institution that is least likely to be
affected by budget cuts, argues passionately for maintaining the national
commitment to equality of access to higher'education:

The nation canhot safely adopt a
laissez-faire-attitude toward higher
education and expect students to acquite the
amount and type of education they need'to
meet the'needs of society. On the contrary,
there is good reason to believe that many
students, especially from poor families,
would noeattend college without some form
of public aid...One can always'condemn such
students for not trying hard enough. But

whethet or not these complaints are just,
the fact remains that from the public

5
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standpoint, we will have lost whatever,
benefits the nationtmight have gained from
having these individuals rceive,the added/
education they need to make their greatest
social contribution (Bok, 1982,'p.48).

Bok argues for the individual-and 'social benefits of higher education.
_There is strong evidenCe.for his position. Herbert Hyman, Charles Wright and
Sheldon 'Reed (1975) checked the eVidence from surveys of the U.S, population

. over many years and found clear effects of education on the amount of knowledge
people had. Hyman and Wright (1979) alsd found, as many'other reSeardhers
have, that college-educated people are mora likely to support civil liberties, -

due process, freedom from arbitrary .laws, and freedom for the dissemination of ,

controVersial information than people with-less education. They are more
likely to favor equality and humanitarianism. Howard Bowen (1977) provides
evidence from hundreds of studies that college-educated people-are more.likely
co participate in community affairs and to vote more, than thosewith less
education. They also show enduring\kffects on moral development, practical
affairs like 'how they spend their toney and'do ;heir work, family conditions,
and leisure-time activities. .It is unquestionable therefore, that a college
education makes An-enormous difference in people's lives years after they have
graduated, and a liberal: education seems to make a big difference, whether we
look at self-definition, achieyement, leadership, adaptation in later life to
families, careers, vOluntary organizations, personal feelings and self-image
(Winter, McClelland and.Stewart,,1981; Heath, 1968).

pilt if a college education, and especially a liberal education, has such a
'la ing and beneficial infLence on people, why is our soCiety in sUch bad
shap ? One'of the oldest justifidations for a,general and liberal education is
in pr aring citizens to participate intelligently in, democratic institutions
(Cónrad'and Wyer, 1980). If by this we mean-the social benefits that result-
from /

the personal development and liie enrichment
.of millions of people,,the preservation of
the cultural heritage, the advancement of
knowledge and the'arts, a tajor contribution
to national prestige and power, and the
direct satisfaction derived from college
attendance and from living in a society
whe e knowledge and the arta flourish
(Bow n, 1977, p.447)

then equafity of accei to higher education is'essential in a,democratid
society. If we also me n a sense of social responsibility and a comtitment to
act in terms Of that res onsibility, I think higher sducation, general
education and liberal edu,ation have failed. Or perhaps.it is our democratic
institutions that have fai ed. In any dase, almost all of higher education
works against a sense, of-so ial responsibility. Felii colleges talk about it

anymore, although many used o. College catalogues mouth pieties about literal
education for democracy, but hey do little toosee that it happens. , Until this
is.addressed explicitly as an im of general and liberal education, as it is in
'the Hofstra program, the'effectS, on-institutions essential to democracy, such
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as political parties, government and the media are likely to be sc.attered and

weak'. Not only must.this matter pe addressed explicitly but it must be
structUred into the daily life of colleges and univeriities so students and

,

facUlty can get some practice:

Footnotes

1. Vest,scores oIXentrance examinations, dr6ppedvsubst#ntially between
the mid-1960s and the late 1970s. The verage score oh the verbal, '

portion of the ScliolaSticAptitude Test (SAT) droppdd from 478 to,427
and the average mathematical'scores declined.from 502 td1 407 between.
1963 and 1979,

.

0

2. The conference, jointly sponsored by the Exxon Foundation land the
q

,
4) Fund for the Itprovement of PostseCondary Education,wasientitled

"Old Promises-New9Practicei." In addition to National Project IV, it
featured participant.s from three other projects on the uridergraduate
purriculum: the Project on General Education Models, the Academic.'
Program Evaluation Projegt, and Paideia.

3. I follow the convention of referring to all fourteen a$1."progams"'

,even though three of them are whole.institutions. .

.

.
.

4. John vNichols,'Ccuments at National ProjeIV meetihg, University of
Michigan,

,

5. Anna Neumann, field notes, i980. ... ,..

6. 'In phis way, Hampshire is more like competencebased programs and
.
,external,examination systems. See Elbow' (1979)/6n the efects of
competence-I.Sased programs on teaching.

7. Michael Mills,,field notes, 1980. .

(

8. I owe much of the,conc4tualization of this section to my.colleague
from Saint Joseph's College, John Nichols. ,See his paper
/(dorthcoming)., ,

4

. 9. I use pseudonymns for real names throughout thiS section.

10. Terry Rogers, field notes, 1980.

11. Michel Mills, ield notes,:1980,

12. Tgrri Rogers, field notes, 1980.

13. T\erry Rogers', field notes, .198.

14. Betty Brown, External Degree Program, Johnson,State College. From
Terry ,Rogers, field notes, 1980.

6

15. Middie-aged housewife at the College for Liberal Studies/ Univer4ty.
df Oklahoma. From Zelda Gamson, field notes, 1980.
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16. Twenty-eight year.old male shipping clerk at .the institute for
Applied Social Science, Hofstra University. From Anna.Neumann,
field'notes, 1980.

17. Zelda Gamsonf field notes, 1980.

.
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Brooklyn College
New School of Liberal Arta
Brooklyn, New York.

1.

.

Located in Brooklyn, New York; Br oklyn-College is a public,
four-lear and graduate institutioniwith some 18,000 atudents.
Established in 193Q as part of the New Y'rk City mUnicipAl.college
,system, Brooklyn College for decad s offe ed a traditional liberal arts
education to a well-prepared, homo'eneods tudent body.% Because of the
changing demography of the borough of''Brooklyn and an altered political'

wand educational climateP, the student body changed radically during the-----o

late 1960s and, through the 1970s. In 1972 the bollege instituted "open
admis'sions" which allowed any graduate of a mnnicipal high scho4 to

Larga.numbers of underprepared students.entered Brooklyn
College during,the first four years of "open admissions". Since then,
the-seniOr colleges of.the City University of New York, of which
Brooklyn:College is one, Curtailed open admiasions. However, a limited
number of academically and ecOnomically disadvantaged studenta continue ,

to be admitted,under the SEEK program.

t-

The New School of Liberal Arts

The New School of Liberal Arts (NSLA) emerged.from the period of
soCial and political change,in the late 19603. .It offered a twd=year
liberal education to Approximately 400 students, including a small
number of underprepared students whci spent an entire academic year in a
.preparatory year program which integrated the study'of basic"akills in
reading, writing and mathematics with NS14 libera/arts courses, Like
regularly Admitted NSLA stuclenti; they studied the classic documents of
Western European culture. .The program was not well underatOod at
BrooklYn C011ege,' and it,was disbanded in 1980.

Curriculum

The NSLA'prograkoffered freshmen and.sophomores a curriculum baaed4

on the simultaneous study,of one historical time period from the
perspective of four different perspectives: literature, arts, sciences,

and social institutions: Pive historical time 'periods were presented:
the Ancient.World; the Medleval World,the Early Modern Period, the Age
of Revolutions, and the Twentieth Century. The program functioned as a
core curriculum if students completed a four-semester sequence of four
of theliive time periods.

Classes at NSLA were taught in 'four-hour blocks which met once a
week. Each class was amen' and seminar-like.which encouraged
interactive learning. The small fourl-hour classes, combined with the
historical design .of the 'curriculum and the use of classical texts,
represented an unusual approach to the education of an urban, ethnically
and academically diverse student body.

Project Aabociate:

Nand'y Black, Associate Profeaior of English
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Hampshire College
Amherst, MassacEusetts

Hampshire College is a private, four-year, residential college with
1200 students. It was founded in 1970 as an experimenting college after
much planning in cooperation from the other higher education
institutions in the Amherst area. Predominantiy middle class Hampshire
students'are' attracted by the'college's unique curriculum and the
intellectual freedom it affords. .

Cuiriculum

Hampshi e's iraduation requirements are stated in terms of projects
completed ra her than dredits received. Students must progress through
three diyis onal levels by demonstrating "successful completion of
individuall designed projects. In Division I Students must complete a
learning co trac,t and comprehensive examination in each of of the four
schools of the c011ege: natural science, sociil'ecience, humanities and
arts, nd anguage and communication. Students must demonstrate
understanding of the modes of inquirz that characterize the academic

. orientatiOn of each school. In Division II students concentrate on and
build their competence in one area of interest. They must, again,
complete a learning contract and comprehensive examination. This
division approximates the major in most schools. In both Divisions I
and II, ,student contracts can be a research project as well as a
Oherent collection of course work, projects, field work, and-papers;
Ole comprehensive examinations are oral "defenses" of the work-done to
fulfill a contract. InDivision III all students must complete a major
eseardh paper or project and take an integrative seminar. This
'vision is sitilar to the senior thesis or honors,project at other

s .
.

.

,

.

\
\

\

Throughout these divisions, the educational emphasis falls on the
ac ual practice of\intellectual inquiry,1 rather than on learning from
the f nished work of others. ,Students must develop their own approaches
to ie rningias well'as master the material of their chosen field of
studi Th re are close, advisory and collaborative relationships between
facu y an students as students work toward coinpletihgtheir divisiOnal

,
.

cont In addition, since Hampshire does not have traditional
acade ic fiepartments. and the same discipline may' be found'in seVeral Of
the shodls (for instance, three schools offer history),etudents find
it mu asier to complete courses and projects that are
inter ciplinary in nature. ,

\

St dents work individually and get a lot of individual attentiOn
They take classes at Hampshire' and other nearby colleges and engage in\

, indi idual or group learning proiects'with faculty and other students. \
Proj cts and classes are assessed by means of narrative evaluations ,

rath r than letter grades. \

Pro ct Associates:

Nancy Lowry, Assistant Professor of Cheiiistry
Robert von der Lippe, Associate Profess r of Sociology
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Hofstra University
Labor InstitUte of Applied Social Science
Hempstead, New York

Private, nonsectarian and coeducational, Hofstia University,
iocated on Long Island, seeks, to continue its history of excellence in
serying traditional age and adult studenfs. The,University, with an
enrollment of, approximately 10,500 full- and part-time students, offers
both undergraduate and graduate degrees.

Labor Institute of. Applied Social Science

qhe Labor-Institute was created in 1976 with the close cooperation

.
of District 65-UAW in order to extend the opportunity,for a college
education to working adults. Students from AFSCME District Council 37
and other unions subsequently joined the program. Its course of study

was designed to prepare working people for leadership in their work
places, trade unions, and the communities. While sponsored by Hofstra,
the Labor Institute's students attend classeS in District 65's building
in Manhattan. Students tompleting the course of study receive a
bachelor of science degree in applied social science. More than two

thirds of the classes are taught by regUlar Hofstra faculty with
,
additional specialists hired from educational institutions in the New
York metropolitan area.

Curroulum

To graduate, students must complete 124 credits Of study, at least
62 of which must be in the liberal arts and 16 in a concentration. The

rest may be completed through electives, such as computerscience, the

literature ok urban society, mas communications, or Spanish. Transfer

'credits from other colleges are a cepted within the limits of the
program requirements. .

During the first two years of st dy, students normally take a
series of required liberal arts course designed to develop an essential

core of skills'in writing,.mathematics, nd the Social sciences. Such

courses as, writing for the social sciences quantitative methods, art
and culture from the industrial world, and e vironmental science are
presented with a sensitivity to workers' eXper ences in order to
increase students' understanding of major issues, debates and concepts
relating to their roles in society. Students may c ncentrate either in
trade union administration or in administration and d ivery of human

services. Four of the sixteen credits in the major are eyoted to

work-study projects combining course work with practical iSsues in the
individual's area of study.

Project Associate

Bertram Silverman, Professor of Economics, Hosftra University, and
former Director of the District 65 College Program



Johnson State College
'External Degree Program
Johnson, Vermont

In 1962 Johnson State College was incorporated into the Vermont
State College system as a multi-purpose state college. Prior to that it'

passed through the stages from academy to\normal school to teachers"
college. Most Of its 800, primarily white, working and middle class
students are traditional college age.

External Degree Program

Established originally through the cooperation of one'private and
two public colleges, the External Degree Program (EDP) found a permanent
home at Johnson State College in 1980. This upper-division program
accepts only students with sixty credits from course work and assessment
of prior learning. It was specifically designed to give adults
throughout Vermont the opportunity to complete their undergraduate
education. The approximately 200 students enrolled in EDP are unhble to
enroll in a campus-based degree program because of work and/or family
commitments. The program has a strong interest in encouraging adult
development through educatiOn by helping students become more aware and
complex in their ways of,thinking.

A sYstem of mentoring.allows the flexibility necessary to serve
geographically dispersed adult.learners. Mentors are assigned to
instruct students to overcome some of the isolation of working
independently, and to help them design their programs of study according
to the program's requirements. Students are assigned to "clusters" of
other students and a mentor who live in the same,region. The clusters
meet on weekends three or four times during a term.

Curriculum

The External Degrge Program does not have a prescribed curriculum.
Rather, students work with a mentor to builds a'unique degree plan'that
-meets their needs and interests.' The degree plan combines independent
study with classes accessible to the students, the exact details of
which are expressed in a "learning 'cOntract" written up for each term of

study. The plan and transfer credit must be approved by an academic
review board, which imposes a careful set of requirements in order to
assure that students meet the program's educational standards. In

addition to a statement of the student's goals, capacities, needs-, and
learning style, each plan must include sixty'liberal education.credits
and thirty concentration credits.. Students must also demonstrate
proficiency in four skills -- critical analysis, comparative study ?
advocacy position, and observation and reflection -- and integrate their
knowledge according to four perspectives -- individual, social, world,
and universal.

Project Associate:

Laurent Daloz, Mentor



University of Nebraska -Lincoln
University Studies Program

Nebra'ska

The University of Nebraska-Lincoln is part of a state system that
includes a campus in Omaha and a medical center. A land grant
institution, it is the major research university-in the state. The
University in Lincoln' serves 24,125 full- and partLtime students.

University Studies Program, College of Arts and ::;clence

Started,in 1972 and permanently incorporated in 1975, the
University Studies Program allows students yhose educational and/ r
career goals are not easily accommodated in established departmen s to

. develop individual bachelor of arts and bachelor of science degre
programs. Degree programs certified by the University Studies fa ulty
need not satisfy the college group requirements or the requiremen s of a
departmental or area major. A'small, carefully selected group of
approximately forty, active and another forty intermittently enroll d
students comprise the program. The University Studies faculty, ca led
"Fellows," serve students primarily as advisors, occasionally as,
professors. The-Fellows maintain their University appointments and load
within their departments and volunteer in University Studies- out of
comMitment to this alternative degree program.

Curriculum

Admission to the programis relatively informal. Students apply by

writifig a letter that gives a personal profile, a summary of academic,or
°other rearning experiences to date, educational and career objectives,
and a proposed course of study. Admission to the program is not
automatic, since Fellows seek students whose career intentions and
intellectual interests_c.all for extensive work in more than one
department or college. A committee of Fellows usually suggest some
changes, to proposed pTogram of study before a student is admitted.
Once in the program, an assigned Fellow, usually with similar academic
interests, helps gUide and advisathe student through the individual
program, thus assuring coherence,\breadth, and integration of theory and
practice. StudentS take an essent al core of courses in arts and
sciences, but they may include as ny courses from other colleges as
appro riate for their interests. W th the Fellow ' approval and
spo sorship, students develop indepe dent project combining work and

\'study.

When possible, University. Studies offers courses with a
cross-disciplinary emphasis which may,serve the interest§ of a nu mber of

students. Most students are,strongly encouraged to write a senior
thesis in which elements of the degree program are integrated. Fellows

view this exercise'as a vehicle for providing curricular cohesion and
greater planning for appropriate careers following the baccalaureate
degree.

Project Associate:
Donal Burns, Associate Dean of the College of Arts and Science
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New York City Technical College
Institute of Study for Older Adults
Brooklyn, New York

\

New York Technical CoIlege is the two-year college known as the New
York City Community College until 1981 when tha name change accompanied
a shift from the city to the state as the primary funding source. T e

college serves an inner-city, largely minority, working class,
part-time, and-commuting student body of about 13,000. The major
emphasis is on career related education, with from ten to twenty percent
of the cgurse offerings devoted to general education.

The Institute of Study for Older.Adulis

The Institute of Study for Older Adults offers free, non-cr dit
courses to disadvantaged elderly students in settings such as senior
centers,-homes for the aged, out-patient clinics, and public li raries.
Begun in 1969, the program now offers approxiMately 150 courses in
seventy five sites to 4,000 to 5,000 peop,le. (Each course con ists of
nine sessions, and students receive a certificate for attendin seven or

more of the sessions.) The students usually range from sixty to 100

years old and average about seventy: They are typically poor and female
and few 4176 completegi high school or had any college educat'on. There

is a wide racial and 'ethnjrc mix.

Curriculum

The students at each site determine what courses are offered there.
A wide range of course topics fiave been taught over the years. The most

preferred topics are in psychology and the social sciences (in
particular, ethnic studies and aging in Wmerica). Once the choice is

made, the teacher adjusts the course content, level and teaching methods
to the educational'capacity, literacy levels and motivations of the

particular group. Virtually all the classes lead to an examination of
the social, physical, psychological, and legal problems of aging and
strategies for coping with them. The purpose in each class is to

'overcome the older learners' viaw of old age as a period of dependence

and passivity and to develop the critical power-necessary' to examine,
question, reassess, and cope with their past and present lives. The

program tries to encourage students' active participation, both in the

'choice of courses and in class sessions. Selecting the subject matter
of their Cl'asses generates a sense of self-determinatton among the
elderly studenis that is a first step toward,greater participation in
the world.

Project Associate:

Nancy Pierce, Director of.the Institute of Study,for Old* Adults
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Northern Virginia Community College-Manassas
Project INTERWINE
Annandale, Virginia

Northern Virginia Community College s a tc3v-year community college

that has five.tampuses scattered throughout northern Virginia. The

college has an enrollment of 35,282, with the Manassas Campus_enrolling

2, 833. Serving both traditional age and adult students, the college
offers toyearssociate degree in both occupational/technical

- programs and progrdMs preparatory for students planning to continue

toward A four-year undergraduate degree.

4 Project INTERTWINE

Project INTERTWINE is designed to help students enrolled in
developmental English or mathematics courses bring their reading,
writing, speakidg and,mathematics skills up to iequired levels for

English and mathematics credit courses. At first conceived informally

among a few faculty, INTERTWINE bringS the counselor into the classroom

with the.teacher in a teamteaching arrangement. The program is"now

formalized so that teachers and counselors work together'as teamS in

developmental.English and mathematics courses! The under4.ying

philosophy of the project is that, in many cases, students need to
increase their self-awareneqs and self-confidence as learners,at the

same time that they strengthen their basiccommunitation tnd

computttiohal skills. If students can combine these during their
learning experiences, they receive what the college values for them =- a

liberal education that will help them continue as learners and function

as workers through life.

CUrriculum'
a

INTERTWINE accepts'students at the point of entry and designs,'

activities to help them learn how to accept responsibility for

themselves and others. For example, in the basic English.courses, the
students learn to use thepontent of their own.lives as the subject

matter of their writtA work. 'They learn to examine their own beliefs,

va]rues, and judgments and to listen thoughtfully to those aropnd them.

In the mathematics classes Students are required to set and meet

specific goals. In tddition, counselors help students get' over feelings

of math anxiety and improve their study skills.

Project Associate;

Elizabeth Grizzard, Dean of Student Development



Northwestern University,,
Program on Women/Certificate in Women's\Studies

Evanston; Illinois \

\

Northwestern is a private university\ that ranks among the

institutions that are nationally recognized for the quality of their

student's. This Big Ten institution,first,admitted women in 18711 In

the 1960s its student body became more sobially diverse, although it

predominatly well-to-do, residential student body.

The Program

Women's studies at Northwestern are conducted within two different

bdt overlapping organizations: the Programjon Women and the Women's

Studies Committee of the College of Arts and\Sciences. Their purpose -is

to aid women to recognize their own history,\importance and career

Patterns within a traditionally male-dominatd society and educational

system. The Program on.Women, begun in 1974,.'is a research cehter

outside the organization cd any particular sbhool or college. It has

become a campus center for research on women's issues and is also

involved in recruiting mature women students andoffering credit and

non-credit courses, lectures and presentations on women's issues.
_

.Curticulum

The Women's Studies Committee of the Collge of Arts and Sciences

coordinates an undergraduate certificate prograM first instituted in

1979. The certificate is, in effect, a minor Oncentration designed to

introduce students to interdisciplinary research on women:specialized

research in liarious academic fields, and the professional career

opportunities open to those with a special interest in issuesof concern

to women. To earn this certificate a student must complete nine quarters

of course work -- an introductory course in two of three basic areas

(social sciences, history, humanities), a core sequence in woMen's

studies, three:coursed from a list of electives approved by the

committee, and a two quarter research seminar in Women's ptudies. With

the exception of the core sequence, Which is taught especially from the

program, courses are departmental.offerings taught as part of a faculty

member's regular course load.

Both the Program on Women and the undergraduate'certificate program

offer information about and analysis of women's contributions to hutan

culture, of women's experiences examined historically and

cross-culturally, and of social and political issue raised by

contemporary changes in women's lives. The programs al$o emphasize the

ways attention to women"$'lives has encipraged"schol rs to alter their

perceptions and research methods in order to include women in the study ,

of humanity.

Project Associate:

Bari Watkins, Director of the Program on Women'

62
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University of Oklahoma
College Of Liberal Studies
,Norman, Oklahoma

*

ThesUniversity of Oklahoma is the major public reseaich university

.of the state of Oklahoma. It att.racts a wide range of students, to its

undergraduate, graduate, and professional schools. The 1980 enrollment

(A 24,977 students:was split between two campuses -- the Norman campus
and the Oklahoma City campus,

College of Liberal Studies

The College of Liberal Studies (CLS) is one of the fifteen colleges

in the University of Oklahoma. Its piimary purpose is to provide
interdisciplinary studies in liberal education to adult students through

two degree programs, the bachelor's and master's degrees in liberal
studies, which:Are'offered in a non-traditional format. BLS students, ..

come from all dyer the nation and several foreian countries. Most are ,

employed full-time, and they range in age from twenty-one to seventy-two

(the mean age is forty-four).

Curriculum

The content of the BLS has two aspects: (1) the core studies are

based upon assignments and readings developed by faculty drawn into the

program from regular academic departments. The 'studies are.

interdisciplinary and are built around central issues, problems or

themes. Students study textbooks and anthologies related to the

disciplines and fields of study and communicate regularly with a faculty

advisor or mgntor on the university campus. '(2) Individualized learning

contracts are designed around topics identified by the student.

Eackstudent completes core studies and a learning contract irPthe

three BLS curricular areas -- humanities, natural sciences, and social

sciences. The work is completed through self-paced independent study

that the student does at home. Additionally, students attend a
three-'-week, team-taught seminarin each of the three BLS areas held .on

the Norman campus. Students in the BLS Upper Div4iOn Option, an
alternative for individuals who have already completed an associate

degree, atterid only one area seminar. The intezdisciplinary semihars
call upon students' prior independent study as well as on additional

reading assignments made by the seminar professors,

In their final year, all BLS students complete integrative

inter-area studies which include independent study designed by the

faculty advisor, a research paper, and a four-week interL.area seminar.

Project Associate:

William Maehl, Dean of thg College of Liberal Arts and
Associate Provost

63
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Radcliffe College
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Radcliffe College was eitablished in 1879 to offer women
educational Opportunity equal to that available to the men of Harvard
College and to promote the higher education ofWomen generally'. The

firsn,of the-se objectives We-aachieved in 1976 WIth the implementation
of an &Nal access policy fOr women to Harvard College.

Radcliffe College has never had its own faculty. It does, however,

have students. Women undergraduates are admitted to and enrolled in
Radcliffe College, and thereby also enrolled in Harvard College, with
all the rights and privileges accorded to Harvard students. The diploma
they receive bears.the seals of both institutions. Radcliffe also
engages in promoting the higher education of women generally in three
ways. First,- it sponsors research-oriented programs to generate,
preserve,-and disseminate/information about women's lives and
perspectives, thereby influencing the shape of knowledge and the
curriculum. Second, it provide's public lectures and discussions on
topics of interest tO women',:., Third, it offerse cluster of programs:
the Radcliffe Seminars', the unting Institute, and the Radcliffe Career
Services, that aim to make a difference in the lives of women by
promoting their development, both personal and professional.

The.Programs

The Radcliffe Seminars, established over 30 years ago, were ote of
the early efforta tipmeet the post-bacCalaureate educational needs of
adult women. The program has grown,from seven seminars serving seventy
students to over seventy-two built around a.core of liberel arts courseS
serving 1200 students (91% female). The seminareare cross-disciplinary
and blend ages, experienqA, and sex to broaden participants: depthof

-experience. Students range in age from their.early twenties to their \
late eightieS (the average age is thirty-eight), and.they seek
intellectual enrichment, preparation for advanced degrees, or a chance
to explore new professional'areas.'

The Bunting Institute.is le only postdoctoral center in the
country designed for women. The Bunting.Institute provides both
fellowships to accomplished women scholars, artists, and writers for
postdoctoral research.or advanced creative projects and funds for women
and men investigating issues related to women in modern society.
Fellows are allowed minimally (Dile year, in some instances two, of
uninterrupted work to adVance their careers in their respective fields.-
,The only requ/rement of a fellowship is'a presentation of their work by
each felloti at a series of weekly colloquia open to the public.

The Radcliffe Career Services (RCS) .exist to meet the career
development needs of Radcliffe alumnae of"all ageg (i,e., second
semester seniors, Radcliffe and Seven Sister College alumnae, Bunting
Institute fellows; Radcliffe Seminar students). Radcliffe provides

counseling and career information, maineains .credentials fileS, and



\
provides Job listings and resources on how\ to obtain emploYment. Many

of its activities are geared to helping women in&rease their awareness

of career options. , \

\,

\

Project Associates:

Nancy Downey, Director of the Radcliffe SeMinar

Norma Ware, Assistant Dean for Special Projets
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eph's is a Catholic residential college with 1000
ctive students. The college attracts most of its students
nd Illinois; a majority-are first generation college -

college.draws heavily from the urban Gatholics of Chicag6
is, producing roughly equal representation ofistudens
rural backgrounds. The students also ha a/strong

vocational orientati6n; one-half majbr in business-relate reas such as

accounting, finance, management, data processing,'and.marketing.

Core

In the mi4-1960si purred by Ole Second Vaticarr'Council dotument
"The Church.inl the Modern World" andthe desire to create a more
cohesive acadeMic'community at SaInt Joseph's, the college began to
formulate a curiculum that would be an integrated, interdisciplinarY
approagh to replace the distribUtiOn requirements and that would involve
a4common academic experience required,of all students. The faculty
apuoved the COre curriculum and imPlementation began in 1969. .'

Curriculum

The Core is composed of ten completely required segments spread- .

over four yeara making up about 40% of students' course work:. Freshmen

begin by studying "The Contemperary Situation" and then turn back ,to

ancient studiea. Sophomores continue with 'The Christian Impact on/
Western Civilization" and then return to "The Modern.World." All Ole

first and secon4- year courses are six credits. In the junior year/
students take tWo concurrent sequences -- one on the scientific study of
'man and the other in non-Western studies. Seniors-take a six credit
course, "Towarda Christian-Humanism," and then a three credit seminar
on "Christianity and the Human Situation."

All, the courses inmolve both.large,lecture aessions and discussion
sion sessions,

expertise. The

le. The smallness

sections of about eighteen students. In the discu
teachers often deal with topics outside their area
term "co-learner" is used to refer to this teaching r
of the discussion classes and the teachers' co-learner status tend to
encourage the use of a wide variety of teaching techniques and greater
student participation.

Each part of Saint Joseph's Core builds on the previous sections.
The structure of the-content and the teaching approaches in Core are
designed to,reach six specific objectives:- 1) develop cognitive and'
communication skills, 2) build a community, 3) expand awareness of the

many dimensions of reality, 4) cultivate an integrative habit. Of mind,

5) evoke formulation of dnd commitment to values, and 6) witness .o
specifit chriStian values.

Project Associate:
.°-- John P. Nichols, Professor of Philosophy and Core Curriculum

' Coordinator.

4
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State Universiti of New York -College at Old Westburf
African-American Music Program
Old Westbury,.New York

SUNY's College at Old Westbury on Long Island began in 196927a a

,public, four-year liberal arts institution emphasizing experimentation
and an interdisciplinary curriculum. In /970 the State University
redefined Old Westbury's mission to serve the traditionally by-passed
student and to offer a curriculum focused On human .justice and spcial
values while encouraging career preparation.

African-American Music Program

The African-American Music Program offers an interdisciplinary and
wholistic approach to African-American music. It requires students to
undenstand both the African-American and European musical traditions and
their relatioil to other disciplines, and it reinforces personal growth
in the cognitive as well as affective domains. The program's central
focus is on improvisation as a way of developing studentsi-musicality.1
Awareness of the process of improvisation helps students' move beyond
performance to becoming more aware'of what they ear, think anti feel.

, Curriculum

The curriculum reflect& the interdisciplinary and wholistic, ' r

apPrOach that the program emphasizes. While instrumental music is the
hub of students' interdisciplinary,learning in-the program, other
courses are required to expand students' understanding of.scientific,
anthropological, sociological, and psychological 'influences in the
African-American tradition. Like all other studentsgraduating from Old-
Westbury, music majors must demonstrate proficiency.' in reading and
writing.

Students are required to:take'courses in AfricanrAmerican music*-
history, and at least one-third of;the required music credits in
ensemble performance. Finally, the students' efforts culminate in a
senior project -- giving concert performances pf music they have written
and arranged, including elements from at least three different
AfriCan-American music forms, on instruments from two of thastandard
classifications.; brags, woodwind, percussi2onand string. In ,addition,

to complete senioi project requirements the graduate ls responsible for
coordinating all rehearsals, miorophond set-ups; hall reservations,
programs, invitations, and the final performance.

Project Associate:

'Charlotte McIntyre, Assistant Professor, Communicative Skills
Program

Ken A. McIntyre, Professor and Director, African-American Music and
Dance Program State ,
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University of New York - Stony Brook
Federated Learning Communities
Stony Brook, New /ork

The State Unil.fersity of New York (SUNY) -Stony.Brook is located on'

Long Island. Founded in 1557, it currently enrolls approximately 13,000
average to high ability undergraduate and graduate students. SUNY=Stony

Brook is a diverse institution with a strong-faculty oriented toWards
research and graduate training.

'Federated Learning Communities

The Federated Learning Communities (FLC)'is a complex, li.yely
program based on an expliciranalYsis of some of the ills that have

plagued higher education in general and SUNt - Stony Brook in

particular. ,An institutional self-analysis conducted in the early 1970s
which led to the,formation of FLC identified a mismatch betWeen faculty

and students about the nature df undergraduate education, a lack of

continuity among courses In,the currioUlum,, and a subsequent
fragmentation of stuaents' academiC-experienbes.- This fragmentation was
apparent.not Only"in course contenr.but.in other relationshipsas well.

FLC is designed to help students and faculty unify diverse academic,

intellectual and social perspectives.'
0

Curriculum

FLC offers students a thematic approach.to,liberal education.
/Students enrolled in the program may choose it as-an alternative route

to satisfying the uni;iersityls minimum distribution requirements or to

\

fulfill requirements for an academic minor. Founded in I976,: FLC.

combines already .existing courses-selected from different diaciplines'

that are related to a.central,t4eme, such.as technology, mai:ues, and'

society; world hunger; .cities, utopias and environment. A number of

courses, ranging'from three to fifteen over.bne to three seMesterS% are
grouped together for approximately forty studerarts who'trave4 as a subset

through the courses which'also include non-FLC students. Two or three

federations may go on simultaneodsly.

The faculty Who teach the federated courses meet weekly for a

two-year period tó integrate the materials-and to plan joint efforts.

program seminar which helps students integrate materials from each

semester's theme courses is taught by an additional facultf member ,

,

called a master learner and,aAraduate -student called a Mumford.fellow,

both of whom.take the same cOuises with the FLC.students. In addition,

the theme 6ourse faculty team teach a core course.once a month. Over

time, responsibility for directing the core courie shifts from the, -

faculty to the studentt. In-the semester folloWing the completion.qf
...

the federated courses, students maychoose to cOmplete an
.

interdisciplinary project under the direction of two FLC faculty.
members, .Student projects have included papers on nuclear.energy, the

effects of photography on society., and the impact of computers on higher

education.



.

.Various aspects of the FLC design have been adoptedby other

colleges and universitl.es.

Project Associate:'

Patricls Hill, Associate PrOfessor of Philosophy and DirectOr of

Federated, Learning Communities

4
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Ta/lladega College
Talladega, Alabama

Talladega College is an historically.black insti ution located in

the southern town of Talladega, Alabama. It is a sm ll (FTE 750), rural

prilv te institution that has long prided itself on s reputation of

er

academic excellence in the liberal arts. Talladega takes seriously the
.

obj ctive of providing minority students with upwa d mobility by
preparing them for gradua e and professional train,iing.

-,

Talladega students a e for the most part re idential, eighteen to
rwe ty-two years old, "f rst generation" college students from families .

of nodest income and low socio-economic status. The 1980 freshman class

includes a group from mi dle class families, in luding sons and
daughters of graduates nd a small number of f reign students.
One'third of this eaLter ng class earned some s holarship support based

pur ly on academic mer't. Even though the majority of the freshmgn

clas have GPAs of B, wo-thirds of them arri e with,skill deficiencies

and serious remedial n eds. Of the students ho remain to graduate, 48%

imm diately go on to raduate on professiona school, and as maty as 80%

eve tually earn highe degrees.

Cur iculum

lib

int
gen
hum

Talladega offer
ral education pr
two phases: th

ral
nities, social s

a non-vocational but
gram. Liberal educat
general division and

udes studies'in commu
ience, natural scien

requently pre-professional
on at Talladega,is divided
the major division. The

ications skills, general
e, mathematics, and physical

edu ation. It occupies most,of the fresh an and part of the sophomore

yea s and is designed to acquaint the stu ent with the various fields of

hum n knowledge and e deavor and to prov de the foundation for the

conCentrated study of specialized fiel . The major divigion then

proNlides this concentr tion by offering tudents the opportunity to

.major in any one of sev nteen fields: biology, chemistry, economics,

English, history, matheisatics, physics, modern languages, music,

phys'cal education, psyc ology, saciolo y, early childhood education,

publc administration, bu iness administration, social' work, and

rehAilitatiOn'education. ,

Proj t Associate:

oland Braithwaite, ormer, Dean the College
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Appendix B

Characteristics of the Fourteen National Project IV Institutions

Compared to All U.S. Colleges and Universities

' I. Typea
Doctoral-Granting

National Project IV
Institutions

All U.S. Colleges
and Universities

43% 6%

Comprehensive 21 19

Liberal Arts 21 19

Community College 14 37

Special Institutions 0 18

II. Publig/Privateb
Public 50% 47%

, Private 50 53

III. Size
b

Less than 1,000 14% 38%

1,000 to 2,500 29 27

2,500 to 10,000 21 . 25

10,000 to 20,000 21 7

20,000 and more IA 3

IV. Regionb
0

East 57% _ 25%

Midwest 21 27

South 21 32

West 0 17

V. Selectivity/Entrance Difficulty LeVeld
Most difficult 7% 1%

Very difficult 14 5

Moderately difficult 29 38

Less difficult 14 11

Noncompetitive 36 45

NOTE: With only 14 National Project IV-institutiOns, each institution accounts for 7.14%.

Total percentages may hot eqUal 100 due to rounding. 6

e

a. Source: Carnegie Commission on Higher Education. A Classification of Institu-

tions of Higher Education. Berkeley, CA: The Carnegie Foundation for the Ad-

vancement of,Teaching. 1976.

Source for",national statistics:. National Center for Education Statistics. Digest

of EducatiOn°Statistics 1981. Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office.

1981. p. 110.
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c. Source for region categories: Carnegie Council on Policy Studies in Higher Edu-
catkin. Three Thousand Futures. San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass.Publishers.
19804t pp. 67-70.

East = Northeast, Middle Atlantic
Midwest = East North Central, West North Central
South South Atlantic, East South Central, West South Central
West = Mountain, Pacific 4

Source for national percentages: National Cente,r for Education Statistics. Digest,
of Education.Statistics 1981. Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office.,
1981. p. 115.

d. Source for institutiorial self-rankings: K\aren C. Hegener (ed.). National.Colleoe
Databank. Second Edition. Princeton, Ni.J: Peterson's Guides. 1981. pp. 75.6-778..

r



Appendix C

CharacteriStics of Students in National Project IV Programs and Institutions
.Compared to all Students Enrolled in .U.S. Colleges and Universities

Average Percent Percent Black
A9e Female or Hispanic

Brooklyn Collece N. A . 55% 311

New School of Liberal Arts 20a . N. A.

Hampshire College

Hofstrt University 4

Labor Institute of Applied Social Science

Johnson State College

External Degree Program

UniversitY of Nebraska-Lincoln

University Studies Program

New York City Technical College

Institute of Study for Older" Adults

20

21a

38

55%

44%

77%

24 37%

38 74%

23 42%

31 48%

N.A. N.A.

N.A.

5%

4%

73%

2%

2%

N. A .

70 74% 32%

Northern Virginia\ Community College-Manassas 29 57% 10%

Projact INTERTWINE 24 50%. 12%
4^

.

Northwestern University

Program on Women

Univeisity of Oklahoma

College of Liberal Studies

20 46% 9%

20 100% 11%

23

( 44

42%

47%

5%

3%

,

b
adcliffe College 21 '' 38% 13% a

.,

\,
. Radcliffe Seminars

73
38 91% N.A.
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a.

.44 --2

Saint 4oseph's College 20 39% -7%

State University of New York-College af Old
Westbury - 27 59% 649%

African American Music, Program 24a 40% 68%

State University of New York-Stony Brook N.A. 46% 8%

Federated Learning Comenunities
21a 55%a N.A.

Talladega College 20a 72% 99%

Institution Total 22.5 51% 19%

. Program Total 30. 6

22.5

63%

51%

43 28%

13% .
dU.S. Colleces and Universities Overall

a Estimates only.

>

Figure for Harvard/Radcliffe.

If institution as a whole was in National Project IV, it is included in this figure as

well as in institutional total.

Source: National Center tor Education Statistics, Digest of Educational Statistics, 1981,

Washington, 0.c.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1981, pp.-84, 100, 103.

AO
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